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$ SZ. ttre two forms of the concept of probability
The concept of probability has been representedin the
precedinginquiries by the conceptof weight. However, we
did not make much use of this equivalence;we dealt with
the concept of weight in an independent manner, not regarding the delimitations involved in its presumedequivalence to the concept of probability. We showed that
there is such a .on."pt of weight, that knowledgeneedsit
in the senseof a predictional value, and that it is applied in
everyday language as well as in scientific propositionsbut we did not enter into an analysisof the concept,relying
on a layman's understanding of what we meant by the
term. We made use of the fact that the handling of a concept may precede an analysis of its structure. We constructed the triplet of predicates-meaning, truth-value,
and weight-and found that it is the latter conceptto which
the others reduce. Truth has turned out to be nothing
but a high weight and should not be considered as something other than an idealization approximately valid for
certain practical purposes;meaning has been reduced to
ruth and weight by the verifiability theory-thus we
found that the logical place for the conceptof weight is at
the very foundation of knowledge. It will now be our last
task to enter into the analysisof this concept and to prove
its equivalenceto the probability concept; we may also
hope to clarify its functions by their derivation from a concept as definitely determined as the conceptof probability.
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Turning to this task, we meet the fact that there are two
different applications of the concept of probability, only
one of which seems to be identical with the concept of
weight as introduced by us. At the beginning of our inquiry into the nature of probability, we find ourselvesconfronted with the necessityof studying this distinction; we
have to ask whether we arejustified in speakingof only one
concept of probability comprising both applications.
There is, first, the sharply determined concept of probability occurring in mathematics, mathematical physics,
and all kinds of statistics. This mathematical concept of
probability has becomethe object of a mathematical discipline, the calculusof probability; its qualities have been
exactly formulated in mathematical language,and its application has found a detailed analysis in the well-known
methodsof mathematicalstatistics. Though this discipline
is rather young, it has been developedto a high degreeof
perfection. This line of development starts with the inquiries of Pascal and Fermat into the theory of gamesof
chance, runs through the fundamental works of Laplace
and Gauss, and finds its continuation in our day in the
comprehensivework of a great number of mathematicians.
Any attempt at a theory of this mathematical concept of
probability must start from its mathematical form. Mathematicians,therefore,have endeavoredto clarify the foundations of the concept; among modern investigatorsof this
subject, we may mention the namesof v. N4ises,Tornier,
Dorge, Copeland, and Kolmogoroff.
There is, however,a Eecondconceptof probability which
doesnot presentitself in mathematical form. It is the concept which appearsin couversationas"probably," "likely,"
"presumably"; its application is, however,not confinedto
colloquial languagebut is extended to scientific language
also, where suppositions and conjectures cannot be
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avoided. We pronouncescientificstatementsand scientific
theoriesnot with the claim of certainty but in the senseof
probable, or highly probable, suppositions. The term
"probable" occurring here is not submitted to statistical
methods. This logical concept of probability, though indispensablefor the construction of knowledge, has not
found the exact determination which has been constructed
for the mathematical concept. It is true that logicians of
all times have considered this concept, from Aristotle to
our day; thus the scientific treatment of this concept is
much older than that of the mathematical concept which
began with the investigationsof Pascal and Fermat. But
the theory of the logical concept of probability has not
been able to attain the same degree of perfection as the
theory of the mathematical concept of probability.
It was the great merit of the creatorsof logistic that they
contemplated, from the very beginning, a logic of probability which was to be as exact as the logic of truth.
Leibnitz already had demanded "une nouvelle espdcede
logique, qui traiterait des degr6sde probabilit6"; but this
demand for a probability logic, like his project of a calculus
of the logic of truth, was actualizedonly in the nineteenth
century. After some attempts of De Morgan, it was Boole
who developedthe first complete calculusof a probability
logic, which, in spite of some mistakes later corrected by
Peirce, must be regarded as the greatest advance in the
history of the logical conceptof probability sinceAristotle.
It was a prophetic sign that the exposition of this probability logic was given in the same work which stands at
the basis of the modern developmentof the logic of truth
and falsity: in Boole'sLaws of Thought. In the subsequent
development, the problems of the logic of truth have assumed a much wider extent; probability logic was carried
on by isolatedauthors only, among whom we may mention
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Venn and Peirce, and among contemporary writers,
Keynes, Lukasiewic z, and Zawirski.
If we regard these two lines of development, the supposition obtrudes that underlying them are two conceptswhich
may show certain similarities and connections, but which
are in their logical nature entirely disparate. This /isparity conceptionof the two probability concepts has indeed been maintained by a great many authors, in the
form either of a consciousor of a tacit assumption. On the
other hand, the idea has been maintained that the apparent difference of the two concepts is only superficial,
that a closer investigation reveals them as identical, and
that only on the basis of an identity conceptioncan a deeper understanding of the two probability concepts be obtained. The struggle between these two conceptions occupies to a great extent the philosophic discussion of the
probability problem. The issue of this struggle is, indeed,
of the greatest importance: since the theory of the mathematical concept of probability has been developed to a
satisfactory solution, the identity conception leads to a
solution of the philosophic probability problem as a whole,
whereasthe disparity conception leaves the problem of the
logical concept of probability in a rather vague and unsatisfactory state. The latter consequenceoriginates from
the fact that a satisfactory theory of this concept, as
different from the mathematical one, has not yet been
presented.
The disparity conception has its genesisin the fact that
the mathematical concept of probability is interpreted in
terms of frequency, whereas the logical concept of probability seems to be of a quite differeni type.
Indeed, the great successof the mathematical theory of
probability is due to the fact that it has been developed as
a theory ofrelative frequencies. It is true that the original

definition of the degreeof probability construedfor an
applicationin gamesof chancewas not of the frequency
type; Laplacegave the famousformulationof the ratio of
the favorablecasesto the possiblecases,valid under the
controversialpresuppositionof "equally possible" cases.
This definition,apparentlynatural for casesof the type of
the die, was abandonedhoweverin all applicationsof the
theory to casesofpractical value: statisticiansof all kinds
did not ask for Laplace's"equally possible"casesbut interpreted the numerical value of the probability by the
ratio of two frequencies-thefrequencyof the eventsof the
narrowerclassconsideredand the frequencyof the events
of the wider classto which the probability is referred.The
mortality tablesof life insurancecompaniesare not based
on assumptionsof "equally possible"cases;the probabilities occurringthere are calculatedas fractionsthe numerator of which is given by the classof the casesof decease,
and the denominatorof which is determinedby the classof
the populationto which the statisticsare referred.The relative frequencythus obtained turired out to be an interpretation of the degreeof piobability much more useful
than that of Laplace. The far-reachingextensionsof the
mathematicaltheory, indicatedby suchconceptsas average, dispersion,averageerror, piobability function, and
Gaussianlaw, are due to a definitive abandonmentof the
I,aplace definition and the transition to the rreQuenc/
theory.
The logical concept of probability, on the contrary,
seemsto be independentof the frequencyinterpretation,
which for many casesof logicalprobability appearsnot at
all applicable.We ask for the probability of determinate
events, say, of good weather tomorrow, or of Julius
Caesar'shaving beenin Britain; there is no statisticalconcept expressedin the question. It is the problem of the
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probability of the single casewhich constitutes the origin
of the disparity theory; authors such as Keynes,' therefore, basetheir conceptof logical probability essentiallyon
this problem.
Such authors even go so far as to deny a numerical value
to logical probability. Keynes has developed the idea that
logical probability is merely concernedwith establishingan
order, a seriesdetermined by the concepts of "more probable" and "less probabler" in which metrical conceptssuch
as "twice as probable" do not occur. These ideas have
been continued by Popper.' For these authors, logical
probability is a merely topologicalconcept. Other authors
do not v/ant to admit such a restriction. Their concept of
logical probability is metrical, but not of the frequency
type. Logical probability, they say, is concernedwith the
"rational degreeof expectationr" a concept which already
appliesto a singleevent. It is here that the "equally possible" casesof Laplace find their field of application as furnishing the point of issue for the cieterminationof the degree of expectation which a reasonablebeing should learn
to put in place of feelings as unreasonableas hope and
fear.
It will be our first task to enter into a discussionof these
questions. We must decide in favor of either the disparity
conception or the identity conceptionof the two forms of
the probability concept.

If this were to be the whole content of the disparity conception, we would not attack it; for it is indeed possible to
make such a distinction. If we interpret probability as a
frequency of events, a probability statement would concern events; if we consider,on the contrary, probability as
a generalizationof truth, we have to conceiveprobability as
concerningpropositions. This is made necessaryby the nature of the truth concept; only propositions, not things,
can be called true, and our predicate of weight which we
want to identify with probability has been introduced also
as a predicate of propositions. But, if we apply these reflectionsto the probability concept,we find that they have
only a formal signification and do not touch the central
problem of the disparity conception. For, if we interpret
the logical conceptofprobability also by a frequency,both
conceptsbecomeisomorphic; the mathematical concept is
then interpreted by a frequency of events, and the logical
concept by a frequency of propositions about events.3
What the identity conceptionwants to maintain is just the
applicability of the frequency interpretation to the logical
concept of probability; thus we see that the thesis of the
identity conception is, strictly speaking, an isomorphism
of both concepts,or a structural identity. Even from the
standpoint of the identity conception we may' therefore,
considerthe logical conceptofprobability as a conceptofa
higher linguistic level: such a distinction involves no difficulties for the theory of probability, as we are in any case
obliged to introduce an infinite scale of probabilities of
different logical levels (cf. $ al).
There is a secondsensein which we have to speakof an
identity here. If the frequency interpretation is accepted

3O2

$ Sf. Oisparity conception or identity conception?
The disparity conceptionis sometimessubstantiatedby
saying that the mathemfltical conceptof probability states
a property of euents,whereasthe logical concept of probability states a property of propositions.
'J. M. Keynes,/ Treatiseon Probability(London,l92l).
'K. Popper,Logik dcr Forschung(Berlin, 1935).
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r This isomorphism follows strictly from the axiomatic construction of the
cal cul usofprobabi ti ty w hi ch show s that al l l aw s ofprobabi l i ty c an be deduc ed
from thc frequency interpretation (cf. $ 37).
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for the logical concept,this concept may be applied also to
the statements of mathematical statistics: that is to say,
even purely statistical statements admit both the mathematical and the logical conceptionof probability. A statement about the probability of death from tuberculosismay
therefore be interpreted as concerning statistics of casesof
t':berculosis, or as concerning statistics of propositions
about casesof tuberculosis.On the other hand, the examples given for a logical meaning of the probability concept admit both interpretations as well.
For these reasonswe shall use in the following inquiries
the term "identity conception" without always mentioning
that there is, strictly speaking, a difference of logical levels
involved. We use the word "identity" here in the senseof
an identity of structure, and our thesis amounts to maintaining the applicability of thefrequency interpretation to all
concePtsof probability.
It is this thesis which the disparity conception attacks.
We shall have to discuss this question now; if we cannot
admit the disparity conception,this is becausethis conception involves consequencesincompatible with the principles of empiricism.
There is, first, the principle of verifiability which cannot
be carried through within the disparity conception. If
a probability of a singleevent is admitted, in the senseof a
predictional value-i.e., of signifying something concerning
future events-there is no possibility of verifying the degree of probability by the observation of the future event
in question. For instancq we throw a die anci expect with
the probability 5/6 to obtain a number greater than l:
how can this be verified if we watch on'ethrow only? If the
event expected does not occur, this is no refutation of the
presumption becausethe probability 5/6 does not exclude
the case of the number I occurring. If the event expected

occurs, this is not a proof of the correctnessof the presumption becausethe samemight happenif the probability were
l/6 only. We might at least say that the occurrenceof the
event is more compatible with the presumption than is the
nonoccurrence.But how distinguish then between different degreesof probability both greater than one-halfi If
we had said that the probability of the event is not 5/6 but
3/4, how is the verification of this presumption to differ
from that of the other?
The difficulty is not removed if we try to restrict probability statements to merely topological statements,eliminating the degreeof probability. A statement of the form,
"This event is more probable than the otherr" cannot be
verified either, if it concernsa single case. Take two mutually exclusiveevents which are expectedwith the respective
probabilities | /6 and | /4; the secondone may happen. Is
this a proof that this event was more probable than the
other? This cannot be maintained becausethere is no principle that the more probable event must happen. The
topological interpretation of logical probability is accordingly exposed to the same objections as the metrical one.
"
This analysis makes it obvious that a verification cannot
be given if the probability statement is to concern a single
caseonly. The single-caseinterpretation of the probability
statement is not compatible with the verifiability theory of
meaning becauseneither the degree nor the order asserted
with the probability statement may be controlled if only
one event is considered. One of the elementary principles
of empiricism, therefore, is violated with this interpretation.
There is a second diffculty with the disparity conception, occurring if the degree of probability is to be quantitatively determined. We said that, if the frequency interpretation is denied, the concept "equally probable" de-
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mands a substantiation by the conceptof "equally possible
cases,"such as in Laplace's formulation. This leads,however, into apriorism. How do we know the "equal possibility"? Laplace's followers are obliged to admit here a
kind of "synthetic a priori" judgment; the principle of
"insufficient reason"or of "no reasonto the contrary" does
nothing but maintain this in a disguised form. This becomesobvious if we passto a frequency statement, which
in many cases,such as for dice, is attached to the "equal
possibility" statement. How do we know that "equal possibility" implies equal frequency? We are forced to assume a correspondence
of reasonand reality, such as Kant
had postulated.
lVe shall not enter here into a discussionof this second
point, although it has played a great role in older philosophical discussionsof the probability problem. We may
only mention that the problem of the equally probable
cases,such as occur in gamesof chance,finds a rather simple solution within the mathematical theory; no such presuppositionas the principle of "no reasonto the contrary"
is neededthere, and the whole question may be reducedto
presuppositionssuch as occur within the frequency theory
of probability.o It is obvious that the question would not
have assumedso much importance if the frequencytheory
of probability had been thoroughly accepted.The main
point of differencein the discussionbetween the disparity
conceptionand that of identity is to be sought in the problem of the interpretation of the single case. If it can be
shown that the single-cageinterpretation is avoidable, and
that the exampleswhich seem to demand such an interpretation may be submitted to the fr.q.r..r.y interpretaoCf. the report on this problem in the author's Wahrscheinlichkeitslehre
(L ei d en, 1935 ) ,$ 5 5 . F o r a l l o t h er m a th e m a tica l d e ta ilso m itte d in th e fol l ow i ns
inquiries we m a y a l s o r e f e r t o t h is b o o k.
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tion, the superiority of the identity conception is demonstrated. To carry through this conceptionthus is identical
with showing that the frequency interpretation of probability may always be applied. We shall inquire now whether this is possible.
For the frequency interpretation, a verification of the
degreeof the probability is possibleas soon as the event
can be repeated; the frequency observed in a series of
events is consideredas a control of the degreeof probability. This interpretation presupposes,therefore, that the
event is not describedas an individual happening but as a
member of a class;the "repetition" of the event means its
inclusionwithin a classof similar events. In the caseof the
die, this class is easily constructed; it consistsof the different throws of the die. But how construct this class in
other examples,such as the case of a historical event of
which we speak with a certain probability, or the caseof
the validity of a scientific theory which we assume not
with certainty but only with more or less probability ?
It is the view of the adherentsof the icientity conception
that such a class may always be constructed and must be
constructed if the probability statement is to have meaning. The origin of the single-caseinterpretation is to be
found in the fact that for many casesthe construction of
the classis not so obviously determinedas in the caseof the
die, or in the fact that ordinary language suppressesa
referenceto a class,and speaksincorrectly of a singleevent
where a class of events should be considered.If we keep
this postulate clearly in mind, we find that the way towarci
the construction of the correspondingclassis indicated in
the origin and use of probability statements. Why do we
ascribe,say, a high probability to the statement that Napoleonhad an attack of illnessduring the battle of Leipzig,
and a smaller probability to the statement that Caspar
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Hauser was the son of a prince? It is becausechroniclesof
different ty! s report these statements: one type is reliable becauseits statements, in frequent attempts at control, were confirmed; the other is not reliable becauseattempts at control frequently led to the refutation of the
statement. The transition to the type of the chronicleindicates the classof the frequency interpretation; the prob-'
ability occurring in the statements about Napoleon's disease,or Caspar Hauser's descent, is to be interpreted as
concerninga certain classof historical reports and finds its
statistical interpretation in the frequency of confirmations
encounteredwithin this class. Or take a statement such as
pronounced by a physician, when he considers death in a
certain caseof tuberculosishighly probable: it is the frequency of death in the classof similar caseswhich is meant
by the degree of probability occurring in the statement.
Although it cannot be denied that the corresponding
class is easily determined in such cases,another objection
may be raised againstour interpretation of the probability
statement. It is true, our opponents may argue, that the
frequency within such a classis the origin of our probability statement; but does the statement concern this frequency? The physician will surely base his prediction of
the death of his patient on statistics about tuberculosis;
but does he mean such statistics when he talks of the determinate patient before him? The patient may be our intimate friend, it is his personal chanceof death or life which
we want to know; if the answer of the physician concernsa
class of similar cases, dris may be interesting for a statistician but not for us who want to'know the fate of our
friend. Perhaps he is just among the small percentage of
cases of a happy issue admitted by the statistics; why
should we believe in a high probability for his death be-

cause statistics about other people furnish such a high
percentage?
It is the problem of the applicability oJ the Jrequenclt
interpretation to the single case which is raised with this
objection. This problem plays a great role in the defense
of the disparity conception; it is said that the frequency
theory may at best furnish a substantiation of the degree
of probability but that it cannot be acceptedas its interpretation as soon as the probability of a single caseis demanded. The objection seemsvery convincing; I do not
think, however, that it holds.
A clarification of the problem can only be given by an
analysis of the situation in which we employ probability
statements. Why do we ask for the probability of future
events, or of past events about which we have no certain
knowledge? We might be content with the simple statement that we do not know their truth-value-this attitude
would have the advantage of not being exposed to logical
criticism. If we do not agreewith such a proposal it is becausewe cannot renounce a decisionregarding the event
at the moment we are faced with the necessity of acting.
Actions demand a decision about unknown events; with
our attempt to make this decisionas favorable as possible
the application of probability statements becomes unavoidable. This refection determinesthe way in which the
interpretation of probability statements is to be sought:
the rteaning of probability statem€ntsis to be determined in
such a way that our behasiorin utilizing themfor action can
bejustifed.
It is in this sense that the frequency interpretation of
probability statements can be carried through even if it is
the happening or not happening of a single event which is
of concern to us. The preference of the more probable
event is justified on the frequency interpretation by the
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argunzent in terms oJ behaaior most faaorable on the whole:
if we decideto assumethe happeningof the most probable
event, we shall have in the long run the greatestnumber of
Thus although the individual event remains unsuccesses.
known, we do best to believein the occurrenceof the most
probable event as determinedby the frequencyinterpretation; in spite of possiblefailures,this principle will lead us
which is attainable.
to the best ratio of successes
Someexamplesmay illustrate this point. If we are asked
whether or not the side I of a die will appearin a throw, it
is wiser to decidefor "not-l" because,if the experiment is
continued, in the long run we will have the greater number
of successes.If we want to make an excursiontomorrow,
and the weather.forecastpredicts bad weather, it is better
not to go-not becausethe possibility of good weather is
excludedbut because,by applying the principle underlying
this choice for all our excursions,we shall reducethe cases
of bad weather to a minimum. If the physiciantells us that
our friend will probably die, we decide that it is better to
believe him-not becauseit is impossiblethat our friend
will survive his disease but because such a decision, repeatedly applied in similar cases,will spareus many disappointments.
It might be objected against the frequency interpretation that the principle of the greatestnumber of successes
does not apply in casesin which only one member of the
class concerned is ever realized. Throws of a die, or excursions, or cases of disease,are events which often recurl
but how about other capesin which there is no repetition ?
This objection, however, conceives the class to be constructed too narrowly. We may incofporate events of very
different types in one class, in the senseof the frequency
interpretation, even if the degree of the probability
changes from event to event. The calculus of probability
has developed a type of probability series with changing
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probabilities15for this type the frequency interpretation
may also be carried through, the frequency being determined by the average of the probabilities which occur.
Thus every action of our lives falls within a series of actions. If we consirler the numerous actions of daily life
which presupposethe probability concept-we press the
electric button at the door because there is a prob_
ability that the bell will ring, we post a letter becausethere
is a probability that it will arrive at the addressindicated,
we go to the tram station becausethere is a certain probability that the trarn will come and take us, etc.-these
actions combine to form a rather long seriesin which the
frequency interpretation is applicable. The actions of
greater importance may be included in another series,including those events which, in a narrower sense,are not
repeated. The totality of our actions forms a rather extensive series '.vhich, if qot submitted to the principle of
assuming the most probable event, would lead to a remarkable diminution of successes.
We said that we do best to assumethe most probable
event; this needsa slight correction for casesin which dilferent degreesofimportance are attached to the casesopen
to our choice. If we are offereda waqer in which the stakes
are ten to one for the upp."r"nal of "number 1" and
"some number other than 1" on the face of the die, of
course it is nrore favorable to bet on "number 1." It is,
however, again the frequency interpretation which justifies our bet; becauseof the terms of the wager, we will
win more money in the long run by so betting. This
case, therefore, is included in our principle of behavior
most favorable on the whole. Instead of an amount of
money, it may be the importanceof an event which assumes a function analogousto that of the winnings in the
game. If we expect the arrival of a friend with the probs Cf . ibid., E 54.
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ability of one-third, we had better go to the station to meet
him. In this example, the inconvenienceof our friend's arriving without our being at the station is so much greater
than the inconvenienceof our going there in vain that we
prefer having the latter inconveniencein two-thirds of all
casesto having the first inconvenience in one-third of all
cases.Here it is again the frequency interpretation which
justifies our behavior; if the probability of the arrival of
our friend is one-hundredthonly, we do not go to the station becauseour inconveniencein going ninety-nine times
in vain to the station is greater than his inconveniencein
arriving one time without our presence.
These considerations furnish a solution of the problem of
the applicability of the frequency interpretation to the
single case. Though the meaning of the probability statement is bound to a classof events, the statement is applicable for actions concernedwith only a single event. The
principle carried through in our foregoing investigations
stating that there is as much meaning in propositionsas is
utilizable for actions, becomesdirective once more and
leads to a determination as to the meaning of probability
statements. We need not introduce a "single-casemeaning" of the probability statement a "class meaning" is
sufficient becauseit sufficesto justify the application of
probability statements to actions concerned with single
events. The disparity conception of the two concepts of
probability may be eliminated; the principle of the connection of meaning and action decidesin favor of the identity conception.
$ S+. fne concept of weight
With theseconsiderations,the superiority of the identity
conception is demonstrated in principle. But, to carry
through the conception consistently, we are obliged to
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enter into a further study of the logical position of statements about the single case.
If it is only the frequency of the class which is involved
in the probability statement, the individual statement
about the single case remains entirely indeterminate so
long as it is not yet verified. We expect, say, the appearance of numbers other than 1 on the faceof the die with
the probability 5/6; what does this mean for the individual
thrbw befor6us? It doesnot mean: "ft is true that a number other than 1 will appear"; and it doesnot mean: "ft is
false that a number other than 1 will appear." We must
also add that it does not mean: "It is probable to the
degree 5/6 that a number other than I will appear"; for
the term "probable" concerns the class only, not the individual event. We see that the individual statement is uttered as neither true, nor false,nor probable;in what sense,
then is it uttered?
It is, we shall say, a posit.6 We posit the event to which
the highest probability belongs as that event which will
happen. We do not thereby say that we are convinced of
its happening,that the proposition about its happening is
true; we only decide to deal with ;t as a true proposition.
The word "posit" may expressthis taking for true, without
implying that there is any proof of the truth; the reason
why we decide to take the proposition as true is that this
decision leads, in repeated applications, to the greatest
ratio of successes.
Our posit, however, may have good or bad qualities. If
the probability belonging to it is great, it is good; in the
contrary case it is bad. The occurrenceof considerations
of this type is best observed when we consider the gam6'l 'he verb "to posi t" has been o c c as i onal l yus ed al read;r;I s hal l v enture to
use it also as a noun by analogy with rhe corresponding use of the word "deposit."
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bler. The gambler lalts a wa.geron the event-this is his
posit; he does not thereby ascribe a determinate truthvalue to it-he says, however, that positing the event representsfor him a determinate value' This value may even
be expressedin terms of money-the amount of his stake
indicates the value the posit possessesfor him. If we analyze the way in which this value is appraised,we find that
ii contains two components: the first is the amount of
money which the man would win if his wager were succbssful; the second is the probability of success'The arithmetical product of both components may be regarded, in
with conceptsin use within the calculusof
correspondence
probability, as the measureof the value the wager has for
ihe gambler.TWe see that, within this determination of
the value, the probability plays the role of a weight; the
amount of the possiblewinnings is weighed in terms of
the probability of success,and only the weighed amount
determines the value. We may say: / weight is what a degree of probability becomesif it is applied to a single caseThis is the logical origin of the term "weight" which we
used throughout the preceding inquiries. We understand
now why the weight may be interpreted as the predictional
value of the sentence;it is the predictional component of
the whole value of the sentencewhich is measuredby the
weight. With this interpretation, the transition from the
frequency theory to the single case is performed. The
sta[ement about a singlecaseis not uttered by us with any
pretenseof its being a true staternent; it is uttered in the
form of a posit, or as we may also say-if we prefer an
established word-in the form of a weger.s The frequency
z The oc c u r r e n c eo f t h e a r i t h me tica l p r o d u ct.h e r e is d u e to th e fr equency i nterpret at ion. I f t h e w a g e r i s f r e q u e n tly r e p e a te d , th e p r o d u ct m e n tioned determi nes t he t ot a l a m o u n i o f m o n ey fa llin g to th e g a m b le r ' s sh a r e '
r The German word sctzung used in the author's wahrscheinlichkeitslehre has
both these significations.
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within the corresponding class determines, for the single
case,the weight of the posit or wager.
The caseof the game may be consideredas the paradigm
of our position in the face of unknown events. Whenever
a prediction is demanded,we face the future like a gambler; we cannot say anything about the truth or falsehood
of the event in question-a posit concerning it, however,
possessesa determinate weight for us, which may be expressedin a number. A man has an outstanding debt, but
he does not know whether his debtor will ever meet his
liability. If he wants money today, he may sell his claim
for an amount determined by the probability of the debtor's
paying; this probability, therefore, is a measure of the
present value of the claim in relation to its absolutevalue
and may be called the weight of the claim. We stand in a
similar way before every future event, whether it is a job
we are expectingto get, the result of a physical experiment,
the sun's rising tomorrow, or the next world-war. All our
posits corrcerningthese events figure within our list of expectationswith a predictional value, a weight, deterrnined
by their probability
Any statement concerning the future is uttered in the
senseof awager. We wager,on the sun's rising tomorrow,
on there being food to nourish us tomorrow, on the validity of physical laws tomorrow; we are, all of us, gamblersthe man of science,and the businessman,.and the man
who throws dice. Like the latter, we know the weights beIonging to our wagers; and, if there is any difference in
favor of the scientific gambler, it is only that he does not
content himself with weights as low as accepted by the
gambler with dice. That is the only difference;we cannot
avoid laying wagers becausethis is the only way to take
future events into account.
It is the desire for action which necessitatesthis gam-
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bling. The passiveman might sit and wait for what will
happen. The active man who wants to determine his own
f,rtrre, to insure his food, arrd his dwelling, and the life
of his family, and the successof his work, is obliged to be
a gambler becauselogic offers him no tetter way to deal
*iih the future. He may look for the best wagers attainable,i.e., the wagerswith the greatestweightsroand science
will help him to find them. But logic cannot provide hirn

of age. The narrower the class,the better the determination of the weight. This is to be justified by the frequency
interpretation becausethe number of successfulpredictions will be the greatest if we choosethe narrowest class
attainable.'o A cautious physician will even place the man
in question within a narrower class by making an X-ray;
he will then use as the weight of the case,the probability
of death belongingto a condition of the kind observedon
the film. Only when the transition to a new classdoesnot
alter the probability may it be neglected;thus the classof
persons whose name begins with the same letter as the
name of the patient may be put aside.
It is the theory of the classicalconception of causality
that by including the single case into narrower and narrower classesthe probability convergesto 1 or to 0, i.e.,
the occurrenceor nonoccurrenceof the event is more and
more closely determined. 'I'his idea has been rejected by
quantum mechanics,which maintains that there is a limit
to the probability attainable which cannot be exceeded,
and that this limit is lessthan certainty. For practical life,
this question has little importance, since we must stop in
any caseat a classrelatively far from the limit. The weight
we use,therefore,will not alonebe determinedby the event
but also by the state of our knowledge. This result of our
theory seemsvery natural, asour v/agerscannot but depend
on the state of our knowledge."
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with any guaranty of success.
There remaitt some objections against our theory o[
weights which we must now analYze.
The first objection concernsthe definition of the weight
belongingto the statementof a singleevent. If probability
belongs to a class, its numerical value is determined becausefor a classof events a frequency of occurrencemay be
determined. A single event, however, belongs to many
classes;which of the classesare we to chooseas determining the weight? Supposea man forty years old has tuberc.rlosis;we want to know the probability of his death'
Shall we consider for that purpose the frequency of death
within the classof men forty years old, or within the class
of tubercular people? And there are,of course,many other
classesto which the man belongs.
The answeris, I think, obvious. We take the narrowest
classfor which we have reliable statistics. In our example,
we should take the classof tubercular men of forty years
c This remark needs some qualification. The wager with the greatest weight
is not always our best *'ag.r;lif the values, or gains, co-ordinated to events ol
different probabilities are dIffel'ent in a ratio which exceedsthe inverse ratio of the
probabiliiies, the best wager is that on the less p.robableevent (cf. our re-mark at
ih. end of $'ff). Reflections of this type may determine out actions. If we call
we mean to say "our best
ih. *"g.. *ith ,h. highest weight orri b.to"get'
concerned," We do not want to take into account
far as predicti-ons
*"g",
"re
in ioch"',otterantes the value or relevance of the facts concerned. By the use of
the word "posit" this ambiguity is avoided, as the term "best posit" is always
to signify this narrower meaning.

'o Imagine a class ,4 within which ah event of the type B is to be expected
with the probability | / 2;if we wager, then, always on B, we get 50 per cent successes. Now imagine the class zf split into two classes,,,1, and,Ariin ,1,, B has a
probability of l/4,in /", B has a probability of 3/4. tile shall now lay different
wagers according as the event ofthe type B belongs to,lr,or r(ri in the first case,
we wager always on non-8, in the second,on B , We shall then have 75 per cent
successes(cf. the author's Wahrseheinliehkeirlehre, $ 75).
" It has been obj ected agai nst our theory that the probabi l i ty not onl y depends on the class but also on the order in which the elements of the class are
arranged. The l atter i s true, but i t does not w eak en our theory . Fi rs t, i t i s an
important feature of many statistical phenomena that the frequency structure
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Another objection has its origin in the fact that in many
caseswe are not able to determine a numerical value of the
weight. What is the probability that Caesarwas in Britain, or that there will be awar next year? It is true that
we cannot, for practical reasons,determine this probability; but I do not think that we are to infer from this fact
that there is no probability determinableon principle. It
is only a matter of the state of scientificknowledgewhether
there are statistical basesfor the prediction of unknown
events. We may well imagine methodsof counting the successratio belonging to the reports of historical chronicles
of a certain type; and statistical information about wars in
relation to sociologicalconditions is within the domain of
scientific possibilities.
It has been argued that in such caseswe know only a
comparisonof probabilities, a "more probable" and "less
probable." We might say, perhaps, that this year a war
is less probable than last year. This is not false; it is certainly easierto know determinationsof a topologicalorder
than of a metrical character. The former, however, do not
exclude the latter: there is no reason to assume that a
metrical determination is impossible.On the contrary, the
statistical method shows ways for finding such metrical
determinations; it is only a technical matter whether or
not we can carry it through.
There are a great many germs of a metrical determination of weights containedin the habits of businessand daily
life. The habit of betting on almost every thing unknown

but interesting to us shows that the man of practical life
knows more about weights than many philosopherswill
admit. He has developeda method of instinctive appraisal
which may be compared to the appraisal of a good contractor concerningthe funds neededin opening a new factory, or to the appraisalby an artillery officerof spatial distances. In both cases,the exact determination by quantitative methods is not excluded; the instinctive appraisal
may be, however, a good substitute for it. The man who
bets on the outcome of a boxing match, or a horse race, or
a scientific investigation, or an explorer's voyage, makes
use of such instinctive appraisalsof the weight; the height
of his stakesindicatesthe weight appraised. 'I'he systemof
weights underlying all our actions does not possessthe
elaborate form of the mortality tables of insurance companies; however, it shows metrical features as well as
topologicalones,and there is good reasonto assumethat it
may be developedto greater exactnessby statistical methods.

is independent, to a great exte,tlt, ofchanges in the order. Second, if the order is
relevant for the determination of the weight, it is to be included in the prescription; such is the casefor contagious diseases(where the probability of an illness
occurring depends on the illness ot lack of illness of the persons in the envirbnment), or for diseaseshaving a tendency to repeat (where the probability changes
if the illness has once occurred), etc. The mathematical theory of probabilities
has developed methods for such cases. They do not imply any practical difficulty
as to the definition of the weieht.
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S 35. Probability logic
The logical conception considersprobability as a generalizationof truth; its rules must be developed,therefore,
in the form of a logical system. It is this probability logic
which we shall now construct.
Let us assumea classof given symbols A, b, c, . . . . ;
they may be propositions,or somethingsimilar to themthis may be left open for the present. To every symbol
there is co-ordinated a number, the value of which varies
between0 and l; we call it the probability belongingto the
symbol and denote it by
P(o)
E.g., we may have

P(n): t
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In addition, we have logical symbols at our disposal,such
as the signs for "notr" v for "orr" a period (.) for "andr"
: for "impliesr" and = for "is equivalent to." Performing
with these signs operations based on the postulate that
P(a) is to assumefunctions similar to those of truth and
falsehoodin ordinary logic, we obtain a kind of logic which
we shall call probability logic. As there is no further determination of the term "probability" as it here occurs,
probability logic is a formal system, to which we may later
give interpretations.
How we are to developthis formal systemis notr logically speaking,sufficiently determined. We might invent any
systemof rules whatever and call it probability logic. This
is the reasonwhy the problem of probability logic, and the
related problem of a logic of modality, have recently occasioned lively disorssion; we have been presentedwith a
great number of ingenioussystems,especiallyin the case
of the logic of modality, the advantagesof each being emphasizedby their various authors. I do not think, however,
that the question is to be decidedby logical elegance,or by
other logical advantages of the proposed systems. The
logic we seek is to correspondto the practice of science;
and as sciencehas developedthe qualities of the probability conceptin a very determinateway, there is, practically
speaking,no choice left for us. This means that the laws
of probability logic must be conformableto the laws of the
mathematical calculusof probability; by this relation the
structure of probability logic is fully determined. A similar remark applies to the logic of modality; the concepts
of "possibility," "necessityr" and the like, consideredhere
are used in practice as a topologicalframe of the probability conceptl thereforetheir structure is to be formulated in
systemsdeducible from the generalsystem of probability
logic. The construction of this systefi'by means of a de-

duction from the rules of the mathematical calculus of
probability is, therefore, the fundamental problem of the
whole domain. This construction has been carried out;
however, we cannot present it in detail but must confine
ourselvesto a report ofthe results."
The rules occurring in probability logic resemble the
rulesof ordinary or alternative logic (the term "two-valued
logic" is in use also). However, there are two decisivedifferences.
The first is that the "truth-value" of the symbolsA, b, c,
. . . . , is not bound to the two values "truth" and "falsehood," which may be denoted by 1 and 0, but varies continuously within the whole interval from 0 to 1.
The secondis a differenceconcerningthe rules. In the
alternative logic, the truth-value of a combination a v b,
or a . b, etc., is determined if the truth-values of a and b
are given individually. If we know that a is true and / is
true, thenweknow thata. / is true; or, if we know that a
is true and b is false, we know that a v D is true, whereas
a . b in this casewould be false. Such a rule doesnot hold
for probability logic. \AIecannot enter here into a detailed
substantiationof this stat€ment;we can only summarize
the resultsobtained.'t It turns out that the "truth-value"
<rfa combination of a and / is determined only if, in addition to the "truth-values" of a and b separately,the "truthvalue" of oneof the other combinationsis given. That is
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rz !i'61 2 detailed exposition cf. the author's article, "Wahrscheinlichkeitslogik," Bcrichte der Berliner ,4kademie der WissenschaJtez(math.-phys. Kl.,
19.i2); and the author's book Wahrschcinlichkeitslehre.As to other publications
of thc author cf. chap..i , n. I4. For a s ummar) of al l c ontri buti ons i o the problcnr cf . Z. Zawirski, "Uber das Verhiltnis der mehrwertigen Logik zur \Yahrschci n lichlrei tsl ogik," St ud i a p hi I osophi ca, I (Warsaw, 1935), 407.
'r Cf. the author's Wahncheinlichkeitslehre, $ 73. Instead of making the
"trrrth-val ue" of a combi nati on dependenton that of another c ombi nati on. w e
rrr:ryi ntroduce as a thi rd i ndependentparameter the "probabi l i tv ofl rel ati v e to
a" which we write P(a, b). This is the way followed in Llahrscheinlichkeitslehre.
l l oth w rn s amount to the same.
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to say: if P(a) and P(b) are given, the value of P(av b),
or of P(a . b),and so on, is not determined;there may be
cases in which P(a) and P(b) are, respectively, equal,
whereasP(a v b) and P(a . b) are different. If, however,
the "truth-value" of one of the combinationsis known,
thoseof the others may be calculated.lVe may, e.g.,introduce P(a . b) as a third independent parameter and
then determinethe "truth-values" of the other combinations as a function of P(a), P(b), and P(a . b). We have,
for instance.the formula

A similar formula is developedfor implication.It is
shownto be
(2)
I - P( o) * P( a. b)
P (a> b ) :
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P(a v b) : P(a) + P(b) - P(a . b)

(1)

The necessityof a third parameter for the determination
of the "truth-value" of the combinationsdistinguishes
probability logic from alternative logic; it cannot be eliminated but originates from a correspondingindeterminacy
in the mathematical calculus. lf a and b mean the sides
we have
I and2 of the same die,'P(a.b)
: g

P(o):P(b):'{
and our formula (1). If on the contrary a and / mean the
sides numbered 1 on lwo dice which are thrown together,
we have on account of the independenceof the throws'a
P(c,.b): t't:

This case differs from the caseof disjunction in so far as
two indications, the probability of a and that of the prodvct a . /, sufEceto determine the probability of the implication; the latter probability turns out to be independent
of the probability of b. We cannot, however, replace the
indicationof P(a . b) by that of P(/); this would leave the
probability of the implication indeterminate.
For equivalencethe equation is
P(":

b):

| - P(n)-P(b) *2P(a.b)

s'o

and our formula (1) furnishesll/36 for the probability of
the disjunction, in correspondencewith well-known rules
of the calculusof probability.
t. We may note that our general formulas are not restricted to the case of independent events but apply to any events whatever.

(3)

In this case,the three probabilitiesP(a), P(b),and P(a . b)
are again neededfor the determination of the probability
of the term on the left-hand side of the equivalence.
Only for the negationZ doesa formula similar to that of
alternativelogic obtain:
P(d):r-P(a)

becausethe sidescannot occur together; the probability of
the disjunction then becomes2/6, which follows from
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(4)

The probability of a sufficesto determine that of A.
'fhese formulas indicate a logical structure more general
than that of the two-valuedlogic; they contain this, however, as a specialcase. This is easily seen: if rverestrict the
rrumericalvalue of P(a) and P(b) to the nurnbers 1 and
0, the formula-s(1)-(4) furnish automatically the wellknown relations of two-valued logic, such as are expressed
in the truth-tablesof logistic;we have only to add the twovrrlued truth-table for the logical product a . b, which, in
the alternativelogic, is not independentlygiven but is a
frrnctionof P(a) and P(b).'s
's I t ma!' be show n that for the s pec i alc as eof truth-v al uesres tri c ted to 0 and
l , thc truth-val ue of the l ogi c al produc t i s no l onger arbi trar.v but determi ned
l rvothcrrufcsofprobabi l i ty'l o gi c (c f.Il tahrs c hei nl i c hk ei t:l c hre,$73).
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Thesebrief remarksmay sufficeto indicatethe nature of
probability logic; this logic turns out to be a generalization
of the two-valuedlogic, sinceit is applicablein casethe
argumentsform a continuousscaleof truth-values' Let us
turn now to the question as to the interpretation of the
formal system.
our
If we understandby o, b, c, .. . . proPositions,
'
probability logic becomesidentical with the system of
weightswhich we explainedand madeuseof in our previous inquiries. We shall speakin this interpretationof the
logic oJ weights.
Horoerrer,we may give another interpretation to the
We may understandby the symbol
symbolsa, b, c,
d not onepropositionbut a seriesof propositionsdefinedin
a specialmanner. Let us considera propositionalfunction
suchas "#; is a die showing'sidel' "1 the different throws
of the die, numberedby the index f, then furnish a seriesof
propositionswhich are sometimestrue' sometimesfalse,
but which arc allderivedfrom the samepropositionalfunction. We shall speak here of a propositionalseries(a;).
The parenthesesare to indicate that we mean the whole
seriesformed by the individual propositionsa;. Or take
the propositionalfunction: "ff; is a caseof tuberculosis
with lethal issue"l it will be sometimestrue, sometimes
false,if lr; rurls through all the domain of tubercularpeop l e . I f w e su b sti tu tethe symbols(n,),(br),....' in o u r
as the
formulas,we may interpret P(o,), P(br),
proposition
is
true in
a
which
with
frequencies
of
the
limits
we
operations'
logical
the propositionalseries.As to the
tr
add ths definitions
[(rt) v
l( or ) .
l( ot ) t
l( an) =

(b r)]= (a ;v
b ;)
(b r)l = (a r.b o )
(b ;)l = (a ; t b ;)
(b )l = (a ;: b ;)

().t
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which postulate that a logical operation between two propositional seriesis equivalent to the aggregateof these logical operations between the elementsof the propositional
series. Our system of formulas then furnishes the laws of
probability accordingto the frequencyinterpretation. We
shall speak, in this case,of the logic of propositional series.
\\'e see that by these two interpretations the logical conception of probabili,tysplits into two subspecies.Probability logic is, formally speaking, a structure of linguistic elements; but we obtain two interpretations of this structure
by different interpretations of these elements. If we conceive propositions as elementsof this structure, and their
weights as their "truth-valuesr" we obtain the logic of
weights. If we conceive propositional series as elements of
the logical structure and the limits of their frequenciesas
their "truth-valuesr" we obtain the logic of propositional
sertes.
We explained above that the identity conception maintains the structural identity of the logical and the mathematical concept of probability; we can proceednow to another form of this thesis. Our logic of weights is the probability logic of propositions;it formulatesthe rules of what
the adherentsof the disparity conception would call the
logical concept of probability. On the other hand, our
logic of propositional seriesformulates the logical equivalent of the mathematical conceptionof probability, i.e., a
logical systembasedon the frequencyinterpretation. What
the identity conception maintains is the identity of both
these logical systerns;i.e., first, their structural identity,
and, second,the thesis that the concept of weight has no
other meaning than can be expressedin frequency statements. The concept of weight is, so to say, a fictional
property of propositionswhich we use as an abbreviation
for frequency statements. This amounts to saying that
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every weight may be conceived,in principle, as determined
by a frequency; and that, inversely, every frequency occurring in statistics may be conceivedas a weight. If the
adherentsof the disparity conceptionwill not admit this,
it is becausein certain casesthey seeonly the weight form
of probability and, in others, only the frequency form.
There are, however, both forms in every case. In cases
such as historical events thesephilosophersregard only the
weight function of probability and do not consider the
possibility of constructing a seriesin which the weight is
determined by a frequency. In casessuch as the game of
dice, or social statistics, these philosopherssee only the
frequency interpretation of probability and do not observethat the probability thus obtained may be conceived
as a weight for every single event of the statistical series. One throw of the die is an individual event in the
same senseas Julius Caesar'sstay in Britain; both may
be incorporatedin the logic of weights-but that doesnot
preclude the weight's being determined by a frequency.
The statistics necessaryfor this determination are easily
obtained for the die but are very difficult to obtain in the
case of Caesar'sstay in Britain. We must content ourselvesin this casewith crude appraisals;but this does not
prove an essentialdisparity of the two cases.
$ SO. ttre two ways of transforming probability logic into
two-vah.led logic
We must now raise the question as to the transformation
of probability logic in-to alternative logic. By the word
"transformation" we do not mean a transition of the type
indicated before. The transition by restriction of the domain of variables is a specialization;whether it applies
dependson the nature of the variablesgiven. We seeknow
for a transition which may be carried through for any kind
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of variables, and which transforms any system of probabil.
ity logic into two-valued logic.
There are two ways of effecting such a transformation.
The first is the method of diaision. In its simplest form,
the division is a dichotomy. We then cut the scale of probability into two parts by a demarcation value p, for instance, the value p : tr, and make the following definitions:
lf P(a) ) ?, o is calledtrue
lf P(a) 3 ?, o is called false
This procedure furnishes a rather crude classification of
probability statements, but it is always applicable and
sufficesfor certain practical purposes.
A more appropriate method of division introduces a
three-valued logic. We proceed then by a trichotonty; we
choosetwo demarcation valuesrp. and p,, and define:
lf P(a) 2 p,, a is calledtrue
lf P(a) S p,, a is called false
lf ?, < P(a) < p", ais calledindeterminate
I f we choose fot p" a value near 1 and for 1t, a value near 0,
the trichotomy method has the advantage that only high
probabilities are regarded as truth and only low probabilities as falsehood.As to the intermediate domain of the
indeterminate, the procedure corresponds to actual practice: there are many statement'swhich we cannot utilize becausetheir truth-value is unknown. If we drop these
indeterminate statements, we may regatd the rest as statements of a two-valued logic; in this sensethe method of
trichotomy also leads to a two-valued logic.
As to the validity of the rules of the two-valued logic
for the propositions defined as "true" or "false" by dichotomy or trichotomy, the following remark is to be added.
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The operation of negation applies for dichotomy because
it leads from one domain into the other on account of the
relation expressedin (4), $ 35. The same is valid for trichotomy if the limits p, andp" are situated symmetrically;
on accountof (4), $ 35, the negation of a true statement is
then false,and conversely. In the caseof the other operations, however, the application of the rules of two-valued
logic is permissibleonly in the senseof an approximation.
Ifl for instancc, according to our definitions, a is true, and
/ is true, we may not always regard the logical product
a . b as also true, for there are certain exceptions. This is
the casewhen P(a) and P(b) are near the limit ?' or ?"i
it may happen then that P(a . b) is below the limit. Thus
if a and b are independent, the value of P(a . /) is given
by the arithmetical product of P(a) and P(b); as these
numbers are fractions below 1, their product may lie below
the limit, whereaseachof them lies abovethe limit. A similar caseis possiblefor disjunction. In general,if * is false,
and b is false, their disjunction a v / is false also; it may
happen howeverin our derived logic that in such a casethe
disjunction is true. This possibility is involved in our formula (1), $ 35; if P(a) andP(b) lie belowthe limit, P(a v b)
may lie above the limit.
The two-valued logic derived from probability logic by
dichotomy is seento be an approximative logic only. The
same is valid for the two-valued or three-valuedlogic derived by trichotomy. The latter becomes a strict logic
onlyif p, : 0 and?": 1, i.e., if the whole domain between
1 and 0 is called indeterminate. Then exceptionssuch as
those mentioned canfiot occur; only in case both a and b
are indeterminate is there a certain ambiguity.'6 Such a
logic, however, does not apply to physics, as the cases
P(a) : I or P(a) : 0 in practicedo not occur; there would
72 and 74.
'6 Cf. the author's Wahrscheinlichlceitslehrc, $$
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be no true or falsestatementsat all in physics if this logic
were used. A transformation by division is accordingly
bound to remain an approximation.
We turn now to the secondmethod of transformation. It
is made possibleby th1 frequencyinterpretation of proba_
bility. We started froni a relational system I betweenele_
ments a, b, c,
Llarb,c,....l

Ll(ar),(br),(cr),. . . .1
The truth-value of the elements (a,), (b,), (c,),. . . ., also
varies on a continuous scale. Now the propositionalseries
(a,), (b,),
are built up of elements which are propo_
sitions of two truth-values only, and the "truth-value,i of
the propositional series(ar) may be interpreted as the fre_
quency with which the propositions ai are true. By this
interpretation, the relational system Z is transformed into
another relational system Zo
Lo la;, b;, ci, . . , .)
We may comparethis transition to the introduction of new
variables in mathematics. Z" is nothing but the ordinary
two-valued logic.
That is to say: Any statement about propositional se_
ries, within the frame of probability logic, may be trans_
formed into a statement within the frime of iwo-valued
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logic about the frequency with which propositions in a
propositional series are true.
li is upon this transformation that the significanceof the
frequenry interpretation is founded. The frequency.interpreiation allows us to eliminate the probability logic and
io reduce probability statements to statements in the twovalued logic.
This transformation seems to be, in opposition to that
by dichotomy or trichotomy, not of an approximativ€
but of a strici characterl however, it is so only if two conditions are fulfilled:
are propositionsof
1. If the new elementsa;, b;,
a strictly two-valued characterl and
2. If the statement about the frequency with which
propositions are true within a propositional series is of a
strictly two-valued character.
These conditions are fulfilled for the purely mathematical calculusof probability; that is the reasonwhy this
calculus can be built up entirely within the frame of the
two-valued logic. As for the application of this calculus
to reality, i.e., to physical statements, these two conditions, however, are not fulfilled; for all statements of empirical sciencethe transition indicated remainsnothing but
an approximation.
As io the secondcondition, the difficulty arises from the
infinity of the series. A mathematically infinite series is
given ty a prescription which provides the means of calculating its qualities as far as they are demanded; in particularlts relative frequency can be calculated' This is
why the second condi€ion offers no difficulties for matheA physically infinite series;however, is known to
-"ii.t.
us
only in a determinate initial section; its further continuation is not known to us and remains dependent on the
problematical means of induction. A statement about the
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frequencyofa physicalseries,therefore,cannotbe uttered
with certainty: this statementis in itself only probable.
Theserefectionslead, aswe see,into a theory of probability statementsof higherlevels;as theseconsiderations
involve someadditionalanalyses,we may postponethe discussionof this theory to later sections($$ 41 and 43). It
may be sufficientfor the presentto state that the second
conditioncannotbe fulfilledfor statementsof the empirical
sciences.
At this point the first condition must be subjectedto
closerconsideration.This condition is not fulfilled in empirical sciencebecausethere are no propositionswhich are
absolutelyverifiable. Such was the result of our previous
inquiries;we showedthat it is only a schemarization
when
we talk of a strictly true or false proposition.Beforethe
throw of the die, we have only a probability statement
about the result of the throw; after the throw we say that
we know the result exactly. But, strictly speaking,this is
only the transition from a low to a high probability; it is
not absolutelycertain that there is a die beforeme on the
table showingthe side 1. The sameis valid for any other
propositionwhatever;we neednot enter againinto a discussionof this idea. If we considerthe secondconditionas
fulfilled-and for certain purposesthis may be practicalthis assumptionis valid, therefore,only in the senseof a
schematization.
We may indicatenow what is performedin this schematization. Strictly speaking,the elementarypropositionsa;
possess
for us a weight only; if we replacethis weight by
truth or falsehood,we perform a transformationby dichotomy or trichotomy. Thus the transformationfrom L
to I^, by the frequencyinterpretation,presupBoses
another
tranformation by division concerningy\e,6ew set of elements.
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The frequency interpretation, in introducing the twovalued logic, cannot thereby free us from the approximative character of this logic, even if we take no account of
the secondcondition. This doesnot involve, however,the
view that such a transition is superfluous;on the contrary,
it is a procedurewith which the degreeof the approximation is highly enhanced. That is the reasonwhy this transformation plays a dominant role among the methods of
sclence.
We might try to construct our system of knowledgeby
.
giving every proposition an appraisedweight; u,e should
then find, however,that in this way we obtain a rather bad
system of weights. The actual procedure of science replacessuch a direct method by an indirect one, which must
be regardedas one of the most perspicaciousinventions of
science.We begin with a trichotomoustransformation,accept the propositionsof high and low weight only, and drop
the intermediate domain. Applying, then, the fi.equency
interpretation of probability, we construct by countingprocessesthe weight of the propositions before omitted.
This is not the only aim of our calculations;we may even
control the weight of the propositions acceptedin the beginning and possibly shift them from the supposedplace
within the scaleof weights to a new place. Thus a proposition originally assumedto be true may afterward turn out
to be indeterminate or false. This is not a contradiction
within statistical method becausethe alteration of the
truth-value of some of the elementary propositions does
not, on the whole, greatly influence the frequency. We
must constantly insisCthatwhat was assumedby appraisal
as the weight is confirmed later on by a reduction to the
frequencyof other statementswhich arejudged by appraisals as well. The original appraisalsare thus submitted to a
processof dissolution,directed by the frequencyinterpre-

tation. This processof dissolution leads to a new set of
luppraisals;the improvement associated with this procedureconsistsin the fact that every individual appraisal
bccomes less important, that its possible falsehood influencesthe whole system less. Thus by concerted action
of trichotomy and frequency interpretation we construct
a system of weights much more exact than we could obtain by a direct appraisalof the weights.
Within this procedure,the essentialfunction of the frequency interpretation becomes manifest. Although our
logic of propositionsis not two-valued but of a continuous
scale,we need not start knowledgewith probability logic.
We start with an approximative two-valued logic and develop the continuousscaleby meansof the frequencyinterpretation. The same method applies inversely: if a probability statement is given, we verify it by meansof the frequency interpretation, in reducing it to statements of an
approximative two-valued logic. This approximative logic
is better than the original probability logic becauseit omits
the doubtful middle domain of weights. It is the frequency
interpretation of probab:lity which makes this reduction
possible,for in dissolving weights into frequenciesit permits us to confinethe direct appraisalof weights to such as
are of a high or a low degree. The frequency interpretation
frees us from the manipulation of a logical system which is
too unhandy for direct use.
We must not forget, however, that the two-valued logic
always remains approximative. The system of knowledge
is written in the language of probability logic; the twovalued logic is a substitute languagesuitable only within
the frame of an approximation. Any epistemologywhich
overlooks this fact runs the risk of losing itself on the bare
heights of an idealization.
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$ 37. APRIORISM AND FORMALISM

$ aZ. tne aprioristic and the formalistic conception of
logic

ebility logic "a branch of the generalscienceof evidence,"
and Keynes, the representativeof this conceptionof probability logic in our day, renewsthe theory of "rational belief." The dominion of apriorism, therefore,extends even
into the ranks of the logisticians.
The second interpretation does not acknowledgelogic
as a material scienceand may be called theformalistic interpretationof logic. The adherents of this interpretation
do not believein an a priori characterof logic. They refuse
even to talk of the "laws" of logic, this term suggesting
that there is something in the nature of an authority in
logic which we have to obey. For them logic is a system of
rules which by no means determine the content of science,
and which do nothing but furnish a transformation of one
propositioninto another without any addition to its intension. This conception of logic underlay the struggle of
the nominalists in the Middle Ages; it was recognizedby
those empiricists,such as Hume, who saw the need of an
explanationof the claim of necessityby logic; and it was to
constitute the basisof the modern developmentof logistic
associatedwith the names of Hilbert, Russell, Wittgenstein, and Carnap.'7 Wittgenstein gave the important definition of the conceptof tautology: A tautology is a formula the truth of which is independentof the truth-values of
the elementary propositionscontained in it. Logic in this
way was defined as the domain of tautological formulas;
the view as to the material emptiness of logic found its
strict formulation in Wittgenstein's definition.
Carnap added a point of view which was essentialfor the
explanation of the claim of necessityby logic. Logic, he
said, in continuation of the ideas of Wittgenstein, deals

We must now turn to the questionof theorigin of the laws
of probability logic. This questioncannotbeseparatedfrom
the question concerningthe origin of logic in general; we
must enter, therefore, into an inquiry concerning the nature of logic.
In the history of philosophy there are two interpretations of logic which have played dominant roles,and which
have endured to form the main subject matter of discussionson logic in our own day.
For the first interpretation, which we may call the
aprioristic interpretationrlogic is a sciencewith its own authority, whether it is founded in the a priori nature of
reason, or in the psychologicalnature of thought, or in
intellectual intuition or evidence-philosophershave provided us with many such phrases,the task of which is to
expressthat we simply have to submit to logic as to a kind
of superior comrnand.
Such was the conceptionof Plato, with visionary insight
into ideassuperadded;such was the doctrine of most scholastics for whom logic revealed the laws and nature of God;
such was the conception of the modern rationalists, Descartes, Leibnitz, and Kant, men v'ho must be considered
as the founders of modern apriorism in logic and mathematics. The founders of the modern logic of probability,
moreover, were not far removed from such a conception.
They discoveredthat the laws of this logic are as evident
as the laws of the olf,er logic; they therefore conceived
probability logic as the logic of "rational belief" in events
the truth-value of which is not kndwn, and thus as a continuation of a priori logic. Boole conceivedhis probability
logic as an expressionof the "laws of thought," choosing
this term as the title of his major work; Venn called prob-
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'r It i s to be noted here that w e use the term "formal i s ti c " i n a s ens es omewhat wider than the sensein use within the discussionof modern logistic, where
the formalists are represented by the narrower group centering around Hilbert'
'l'he differences between these groups are, however, not essential for our survey.
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with languageonly, not with the objectsof language. Languageis built up of syrnbols,the use of which is determined
by certain rules. Logical necessity, therefore, is nothing
but a relation between symbols due to the rules of language. There is no logical necessity"inherent in thingsr"
such as the prophets of all kinds of "ontology" emphasize.
The character of necessityis entirely on the side of the
symbols; such necessities,horvever,say nothing about the
world becausethe rules oflanguage are constructedin such
a way that they do not restrict the domain of experience.
Logic is accordingly called by Carnap the syntax of language. There are no logical laws of the world, but only
syntactical rules of language. What we called a logical
fact ($ 1), is to be called in this better terminology a syntactical fact. Instead of speakingof the logical fact that a
sentenceb cannotbe deducedfrom a sentencea,itis better
to speakof a syntactical fact: the structure of the formulas
a and b rs of such a kind that the syntactical relation "deducibility" doesnot hold betweenthem.
The formalistic conceptionof logic frees us from all the
problemsof apriorism, from all questionsof a correspondence between mind and reality. It is for this reason the
natural logical theory of every empiricism. It doesnot demand from us any belief in nonempirical laws. \\'hat we
know about nature is taken from experience;logic doesnot
add anything to the results of experiencebecauselogic is
empty, is nothing but a system of syntactical rules of language.
Let us ask now whether we may insert probability logic
into the formalistic cbnceptionof logic. It is obvious that
this is, for every variety of empiricism, a basic question.
We found that the concept of probability is indispensable
for knowledge,that probability logicdeterminesthe methods
of scientific investigation. If we could not give a formalistic
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irrtcrpretationof probability logic, ;rll efforts of the antirvouldhave beenin-vain; in spite of their
rrrctlprhysicians
h;rvirrgoverconrethe clificulties of the two-valuecllogic,
thcy would norv fail before the concept which fornrs the
very essence
of scientificprerliction-before the conceptof
probability. -{ logistic ernpiricisnrrvould be untenableif
wc shoLrlcl
not succeedin tinding a formalisticsolution of
thc probability problern.
'I'hereis such a solr.rtior.r.
'l'o presentit ue shall proceed
lry two steps.
J'he first step is rnlrked by the fieqr-rency
interpretation.
\\/e shor,ved
that probability logic can be transfornre.linto
the two-valuecllogic by the frequencyinterpretation. Our
statenrentof this transfornrationneeds a supplementary
rcmark. Though it is easily seenthat such a transflormation is obtainedby the frequencyinterpretation,we do nor
know immediatelywhether or not this recluctionrequires
ruxioms
of anotherkind for which we may have no justification. This questioncan only be ansu'eredby an axiomaticirl procedurewhich reducesthe rnathenraticalcalculusof
probability to a systernof simplepresuppositions
suflicient
for the deductionof the whole nrathen-ratical
system; the
nature of theseaxionrshas then to be considered.
This procedurehas been carried through; it leads to a
result of the highest relevance for our problem. It turns
out that all theoremsof probability reduce to one presuppositiononly: this is just the frequencyinterpretation. If
probability is interpreted as the limit of the relative frequency in an inlinite (or finite) series,all laws of probability reduce to arithmetical laws and, with this, become
tautological. The demonstration of this theorem involves
some colnplications,as the theory of mathematical probability refers to a great many types of probability series,
the normal series,such as occur in gamesof chance,being
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only a specialtype within this manifold. Even a short indication of this demonstrationwould unduly lengthen our
exposition,so we must content ourselveswith a statement
of the result.'8
The consequences
of this result for the insertion of probability logic into the formalistic interpretation of logic are
obvious: the problem of the justification of the laws of
probability logic disappears.These laws are justified, as
arithmetical laws, within the formalistic interpretation of
mathematics. To see the effect of this result, let us remember the dificulties of the older writers on probability
logic. They saw that the laws of probability, although admitted by everybody,cannot be logically deducedfrom the
conceptof probability if this conceptis to mean something
like reasonableexpectation,or the chanceof the occurrence
of a singleevent; the laws, then, were to be synthetical and
a priori. The conception of the "laws of rational belief"
which expressedthis idea originated from the fact that the
deducibility of these laws from the frequency interpretation was not seen. We need no "sciencl of evidenie" to
prove the laws of probability if we understand by probability the limit of a frequency. On the other hand, this is
one of the reasonswe must insist on the identity conception
of the two probability concepts: if they were disparate,if
there were a nonstatistical concept of probability, the
justification of its laws by the frequency interpretation
could not be given, and the formalistic interpretation of
probability logic could not be carriedthrough.'e We should
'EThis reduction of the oalculus of probability to one axiom concerning the
existence of a limit of the frequency has been carried through in the aut-hor's
paper, "Axiomatik der Wahrscheinlichkeitsrechnung," Mathematische ZeitschriJt,XXXIY (1932),568. A more detailed exposition has been given in the
author's Wahrs chci n li chke itslehre.
'c This fact has not been sufficiently noticed by some modern positivists who
have tried to defend the disparity conception against me (cf. my answer to
Popper and Carnap in Erkcnntnis,V 11935j,267).

.
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bc driven back into the aprioristic position and should be
obliged to believein laws we cannot justify. It is only the
frequencyinterpretation which freesus from metaphysical
irssumptionsand links the problem of probability with the
continuous dissolution of the a priori which marks the
tlevelopmentof modern logistic empiricism.
'fhe reduction of the laws of probability to tautologies
by the frequencyinterpretation is only the first step in this
rlirection however. There remains a second step to be
taken.
$ 38. The problem of induction
So far we have only spokenof the useful qualities of the
frequency interpretation. It also has dangerousqualities.
The frequency interpretation has two functions within
the theory of probability. First, a frequency is used as a
substantiationfor the probability statement; it furnishes
the reasonwhy we believein the statement. Second,a fre(luencv is used for the aerifcationof the probability staternent; that is to say, it is to furnish the meaning of the
statement. These two functions are not identical. The
observedfrequencyfrom which we start is only the basisof
the probability inference; we intend tcrstate another freTheprobability
ture obseraations.
quency which concernsrfz
inference proceeds from a known frequency to one unknown; it is from this function that its importance is derived. The probability statement sustains a prediction,
and this is why we want it.
It is the problem of induction which appearswith this
formulation. The theory of probability involvesthe problem
of induction, and a solution of the problem of probability
cannot be given without an answer to the question of incluction. The connection of both problems is well knownl
philosopherssuch as Peirce have expressedthe idea that a
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solution of the problem of induction is to be found in the
theory of probability. The inverserelation, however,holds
as well. Let us say, cautiously,that the solution of both
problems is to be given within the same theory.
In uniting the problemof probabilitywith that of induction, we decide unequivocally in favor of that determination of the degreeof probability which mathematicianscall
the determination a posteriori. We refuse to acknowledge
any so-called determinationa priori such as some mathematiciansintroducein the theory of the gamesof chance;
on this point we refer to our remarks in $ 33, where we
mentioned that the so-calleddetermination a priori may
be reducedto a determination a posteriori. It is, therefore,
the latter procedurewhich we must now analyze.
By "determination a posteriori" we understand a procedurein which the relative frequencyobservedstatistically is assumedto hold approximately for any future prolongation of the series.Let us expressthis idea in an exact
formulation. \\'e assumea seriesof events A and ,1 (non,4);letn be the number of events,m the number of events
of the type ,l among them. We have then the relative frequency
ltn

=

':

The assumption of the determination a posteriori may
now be expressed:
For any further prolongation of tlre seriesasfar as s eaents
(s > .r), tlre relatiueJrequency will remain within a small
interua/ around hnl i.e,,.,we asJl/ntet/te relation
h-e<h'<hl*e
wheree is a small number.
This assumption formulates the principle of induction.
We may add that our formulationstatesthe principlein a
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frrrm more general than that customary in traditional
philosophy.The usual formulationis as follows: induction
is the assumptionthat an eventwhich occurredn times will
occur at all following times. It is obvious that this forrrrulationis a specialcaseof our formulatiorr,corresponding
to the caseh" : 1. \\'e cannot restrict our investigation to
this specialcasebecausethe generalcaseoccursin a great
nrany problems.
'I'he reason for this is to be found in the fact that the
tl.reoryof probability needsthe definitionof probability as
the limit of the fiequency. Our forrnulationis a necessary
conditionfor the existenceof a limit of the fiequencynear
/i; what is yet to be added is that there is an h" of the kind
postulated for every e however small. If we include this
irleain our assumption,our postulateof induction becomes
the hypothesisthat there is a limit to the relative frecluency rvhich does not differ greatly from the observed value.
If we enter now into a closeranalysisof this assumption,
orre thing needs no further demonstration:the formula
given is not a tautology. There is indeed no logical necessity that h' remains within the interval h" + €; we may
casily imaginethat this doesnot take place.
'fhe nontautologicalcharacter of induction has been
l<nowna long time; Bacon had alreadyemphasizedthat it
is just this characterto which the importanceof induction
is clue. If inductive inferencecan teachus somethingnew,
in oppositionto deductiveinference,this is becauseit is not
:r t;rutology. This useful quality has, however, becomethe
ccnter of the epistemologicaldifficultiesof induction. It
was David Hume who first attacked the principle from this
sicle;he pointed out that the apparent constraint of the
inductive inference,although submitted to by everybody,
cotrld not be justified. We beiievein induction; we even
('annotget rid of the beliefwhen we know the impossibility
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of a logical demonstration of the validity of inductive
inference;but as logicianswe must admit that this belief
is a deception-such is the result of Hume's criticism. We
may summarizehis objectionsin two statements:
1. We have no logical demonstration for the validity of
inductive inference.
2. There is no demonstration a posteriori for the inductive inference;any such demonstration would presuppose
the very principle which it is to demonstrate.
These two pillars of Hume's criticism of the principle of
induction have stood unshaken for two centuries, and I
think they will stand as long as there is a scientificphilosophy.
In spite of the deep impressionHume's discovery made
on his contemporaries,its retrevancewas not sufficiently
noticed in the subsequentintellectual development. I do
not refer here to the speculativemetaphysicianswhich the
nineteenth century presentedto us so copiously,especially
Germany; we need not be surprised that they did not
-inpay any attention to objections whtch so soberly demonstrated the limitations of human reason. But empiricists,
and even mathematical logicians, were no better in this
respect. It is astonishingto seehow clear-mindedlogicians,
like John Stuart Mill, or lVhewell, or Boole, or Venn, in
writing about the problem of induction, disregardedthe
bearingof Hume's objections;they did not realizethat any
logic of scienceremains a failure so long as we have no
theory of induction which is not exposed to Humels
criticism. It was without doubt their logical apriorism
which prevented theflr from admitting the unsatisfactory
character of their own theories of induction. But it remains incomprehensiblethat their empiricist principlesdid
not lead them to attribute a higher weight to Hume's
criticism.

It'has been with the rise of the formalistic interpretation
of logic in the last few decades that the full weight of
l{ume's objections has been once more realized. The demands for logical rigor have increased, and the blank in
the chain of scientific inferences,indicated by Hume, could
no longer be overlooked. The attempt made by modern
positivists to establish knowledge as a system of absolute
certainty found an insdrmountable barrier in the problem
of induction. In this situation an expedient has been proposedwhich cannot be regarded otherwise than as an act
'
of despair..
The remedy was sought in the principle of retrogression.
We remember the role this principle played in the truth
theory of the meaning of indirect sentences($ 7); positivists who had already tried to carry through the principle
within this domain now made the attempi to apply it to
the solution of the problem of induction. They asked: Under what conditions do we apply the inductive principle in
order to infer a new statement? They gave the true
answer: We apply it when a number of observations is
made which concern events of a homogeneoustype and
which furnish a frequency h" for a determinate kind of
events among them. What is'inferred from this? You suppose,they said, that you are able to infer from this a similar
future prolongation of the seriesl but, according to the
principle of retrogression,this "prediction of the future"
cannot have a meaning which is more than a repetition of
the premises of the inference-it means nothing but stating, "There u)asa seriesof observations of such and such
kind." The meaning of a statement about the future is a
statement about the past-this is what furnishes the application of the principle of retrogressionto inductive inference.
I do not think that such reasoningwould convince any
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sound intellect. Far from considering it as an analysis of
science,I should regard such an interpretation ofinduction
rather as an act of intellectual suicide. The discrepancy
between actual thinking and the epistemological result so
obtained is too obvious. The only thing to be inferred from
this demonstration is that the principle of retrogression
does not hold if we want to keep our epistemological construction in correspondencewith the actual procedure of
science. We know pretty well that sciencewants to foresee
the future; and, if anybody tells us that "foreseeing the
future" means "reporting the pastr" we can only answer
that epistemology should be something other than a play
with words.
It is the postulate of utilizability which excludes the
interpretation of the inductive inference in terms of the
prirciple of retrogression. If scientific statements are to be
utilizable for actions,they must passbeyondthe statements
on which they are based;they must concernfuture events
and not those of the past alone. To prepare for action presupposes-besides a volitional decision concerning the aim
of the action-some knowledge about the future. If we
were to give a correct form to the reasoning described, it
would amount to maintaining that there is no demonstrable knowledge about the future. This was surely the idea
of Hume. Instead of any pseudo-solutionof the problem of
induction, we should then simply confine ourselves to the
repetition of Hume's result and admit that the postulateof
utilizability cannot be satisfied. The truth theory of meaning leads to a Hum.ean skepticism-this is what follows
from the course of the argument.
It was the intention of modetn positivism to restore
knowledgeto absolutecertainty; what was proposedwith
the formalistic interpretation of logic was nothing other
than a resumption of the program of Descartes.The great
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founder of rationalism wanted to reject all knowledge
which could not be consideredas absolutelyreliable;it was
the sameprinciple which led modern logiciansto a denial of
a priori principles. It is true that this principle led Descartes himself to apriorism; but this differencemay be considered as a difference in the stage of historical development-his rationalistic apriorism was to perform the same
function of sweeping away all untenable scientific claims
as was intended.by the later struggle against a priori principles. The refusal to admit any kind of material logici.e., any logic furnishing information about some "mat1sp"-splings from the Cartesian source: It is the ineradicable desire of absolutely certain knowledge which
stands behind both the rationalism of Descartesand the
logicismof positivists.
The answergiven to Descartesby Hume holds as well for
modern positivism. There is no certainty in any knowledge
about the world becauseknowledge of the world involves
predictions of the future. The ideal of absolutely certain
knowledge leads into skepticism-it is preferable to admit
this than to indulge in reveriesabout a priori knowledge.
Only a lack of intellectual radicalism could prevent the
rationalists from seeing this; modern positivists should
have the courageto draw this skepticalconclusion,to trace
the ideal of absolute certainty to its inescapableimplications.
However, instead of such a strict disavowal of the
predictive aim of science,there is in modern positivism a
tendency to evade this alternative and to underrate the
relevanceof Hume's skeptical objections. It is true that
lJume himself is not guiltless in this respect. He is not
ready to realizethe tragic consequences
ofhis criticism; his
theory of inductive belief as a habit-which surely cannot
lre cailed a solution of the problem-is put forward with
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the intention of veiling the gap pointed out by him between
experienceand prediction. He is not alarmed by his discovery; he does not realize that, if there is no escapefrom
the dilemma pointed out by him, sciencemight as well not
be continued-there is no use for a system of predictionsif
it is nothing but a ridiculous self-delusion.There are modern positivists who do not realize this either. They talk
about the formation of scientific theories,but they do not
seethat, if there is no justification for the inductive inference,the working procedureof sciencesinks to the level of
a game and can no longer bejustified by the applicability of
its results for the purposeof actions. It was the intention
of Kant's synthetic a priori to secure this working procedureagainstHume's doubts; we know today that Kant's
attempt at rescuefailed. We owe this critical result to the
establishment of the formalistic conception of logic. If,
however, we should not be able to find an answer to
Hume's objections within the frame of logistic formalism,
we ought to admit frankly that the antimetaphysicalversion of philosophy led to the renunciation of any justification of the predictive methods of science-led to a definitive failure of scientific philosophy.
Inductive inferencecannot be dispensedwith becausewe
need it for the purpose of action. To deem the inductive
assumption unworthy of the assent of a philosopher, to
keep a distinguished reserve, and to meet with a condescendingsmile the attempts of other people to bridge
the gap between experienceand prediction is cheap selfdeceit; at the very rfloment when the apostlesof such a
higher philosophy leave the field of theoretical discussion
and pass to the simplest actions of daily life, they follow
the inductive principle as surely as doesevery earth-bound
mind. In any action there are various means to the tealization of our aim; we have to make a choice,and we decide
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in accordancewith the inductive principle. Although there
is no means which will produce with certainty the desired
effect, we do not leave the choice to chance but prefer the
meansindicated by the principle of induction. If we sit at
the wheel of a car and want to turn the car to the right,
why do we turn the wheel to the right I There is no certainty that the car will follow the wheel; there are indeed cars
which do not always so behave. Such casesare fortunately
exceptions. But if we should not regard the inductive prescription and considerthe effect of a turn of the wheel as
entirely unknown to us, we might turn it to the left as well.
I do not say this to suggestsuch an attempt; the effectsof
skeptical philosophy applied in motor traffic would be
rather unpleasant. But I should say a philosopherwho is
to put asidehis principles any time he steersa motorcar is
a bad philosopher.
It is no justification of inductive belief to show that it is
a habit. It is a habit; but the question is whether it is a
good habit, where "good" is to mean "useful for the purposeof actionsdirected to future events." If a persontells
me that Socratesis a man, and that all men are mortal, I
have the habit of believingthat Socratesis mortal. I know,
however,that this is a good habit. If anyonehad the habit
of believing in such a casethat Socratesis not mortal, we
could demonstrateto him that this was a bad habit. The
analogousquestion must be raised for inductive inference.
If we should not be able to demonstrate that it is a good
habit, we should either ceaseusing it or admit frankly that
<-rurphilosophy is a failure.
Scienceproceedsby induction and not by tautological
transformationsof reports. Bacon is right about Aristotle;
lrut the noaunzorganonneedsa justification as good as that
<rf the organon.Hume's criticism was the heaviest blow
against empiricism; if we do not want to dupe our con-
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sciousnessof this by means of the narcotic drug of aprioristic rationalism, or the soporific of skepticism, we must
find a defense for the inductive inference which holds as
well as does the formalistic justification of deductive logic.

a best assumption about it, i.e., a best assumption relative
to \Mhatwe know. We must ask whether such a characterization may be given for the principle of induction. If this
turns out to be possible, the principle of induction will be
justified.
An example will show the logical structure of our reasonrng. A man may be suffering from a grave disease; the
physician tells us: "I do not know whether an operation
will save the man, but if there i.r'any remedy, it is an
operation." In such a czlse,the operation would be justified. Of course, it would be better to know that the operation will save the manl but, if we do not know this, the
knowledge formulated in the statement of the physician is
a sufficient justification. If we cannot rcalize the sufficient
conditions of success,we shall at least rea.lizethe necessary
conditions. If we were able to show that the inductive infererice is a necessary condition of success,it would be
justified; such a proof would satisfy any demands which
may be raised about the justification of induction.
Now obviously there is a great difference between our
example and induction. The reasoning of the physician
presupposesinductions; his knowledge about an operation
as the only possiblemeans of saving a life is basedon inductive generalizations,just as are all other statements of
empirical character. But we wanted only to illustrate the
logical structure of our reasoning. If we want to regard
such a reasoning as a justification of the principle of induction, the character ofinduction as a necessarycondition of
successmust be demonstrated in a way which does not
presuppose induction. Such a proof, however, can be
given.
If we want to construct this proof, we must begin with a
determination of the aim of induction. It is usually said
that we perform inductions with the aim of foreseeingthe

$ SO. tne justification

of the principle of induction

We shall now begin to give the justification of induction
which Hume thought impossible. In the pursuit of this inquiry, let us ask first what has been proved, strictly speaking, by Hume's objections.
Hume started with the assumptionthat a justification of
inductive inference is only given if we can show that inductive inference must lead to success.In other words, Hume
believed that any justified application of the inductive
inference presupposesa demonstration that the conclusion
is true. It is this assumptionon which Hume's criticism is
based. His two objections directly concernonly the question of the truth of the conclusion; they prove that the
truth of the conclusion cannot be demonstrated. The two
objections, therefore, are valid only in so far as the
Humean assumptionis valid. It is this question to which
we must turn: fs it necessary,for the justification of inductive inferencer to show that-its conclusion is true?
A rather simple analysisshows us that this assumption
doesnot hold. Of course,if we were able to prove the truth
of the conclusion, inductive inference would be justified;
but the conversedoesnot hold: a iustification of the inductive inference does not imply a iroof of the truth of the
conclusion. The proof.of the truth of the conclusion is only
a sufficient condition for the justification of induction, not
a necessarycondition.
The inductive inferenceis a procedure which is to furnish
us the best assumption concerning the future. If we do not
know the truth about the future, there may be nonetheless
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future. This determination is vague; Iet us replace it by a
formulation more precise in character:
The aim oJ induction is to fnd series oJ eaentswhosefrequenc! of occurrenceconaergestoward a limit.
We choose this formulation becausewe found that we
need probabilities and that a probability is to be defined
as the limit of a frequency; thus our determination of the
aim of induction is given in such a way that it enablesus to
apply probability methods. If we comparethis determination of the aim of induction with determinationsusually
given, it turns out to be not a confinement to a narrower
aim but an expansion. What we usually call "foreseeing
the future" is included in our formulation as a special casel
the case of knowing with certainty for every event t{ the
event B following it would correspond in our formulation
to a casewhere the limit of the frequencyis of the numerical value 1. Hume thought of this caseonly. Thus our inquiry differs from that of Hume in so far as it conceivesthe
aim of induction in a generalizedform. But we do not omit
any possibleapplicationsif we determine the principle of
induction as the means of obtaining the limit of a frequency. If we have limits of frequencyr we have all we
want, including the case consideredby Hume; we have
then the laws of nature in their most general form, including both statistical and so-calledcausal laws-the latter
being nothing but a special caseof statistical laws, corresponding to the numerical value 1 of the limit of the frequency. We are entitled, therefore, to consider the determination of the limip of a frequency as the aim of the
inductive inference.
Now it is obvious that we havb no guaranty that this
aim is at all attainable. The world rnay be so disorderly
that it is impossiblefor us to construct serieswith a limit.
Let us inffoduce the term "predictable" for a world which

is sufficientlyordered to enableus to construct serieswith
a limit. We must admit, then, that we do not know
whether the world is predictable.
But, if the world is predictable, let us ask what the
logical function of the principle of induction will be. For
this purpose,we must considerthe definition of limit. The
frequencyh" has a limit at ?rif for any given e there is an
n such that h" is within ? ! , and remainswithin this interval for all the rest of the scies. Comparing our formulation of the principle of induction ($ 38) with this, we
may infer from the definition of the limit that, if there is a
limit, there is an elementof the seriesfrom which the principle of induction leads to the true value of the limit. In
this sensethe principle of induction is a necessarycondition
for the determination of a limit.
It is true that, if we are faced with the value h" for the
frequency furnished by our statistics, we do not know
whether this z is sufficiently large to be identical with, or
beyond, the n of the "place of convergence"for e. It may
be that our z is not yet large enough,that after n there will
be a deviation greater than c frcm p. To this we may answer: We are not bound to stay at h"; we may continue our
procedureand shall always ionsider the last D" obtained as
our best value. This proceduremust at sometime lead to
the true value p, if there is a limit at all; the applicability
of this procedure,as a whole, is a necessarycondition of the
existenceof a limit at p.
To understand this, let us imagine a principle of a contrary sort. Imagine a man who, if i" is reached, always
makes the assumptionthat the limit of the frequencyis at
h" * a, where a is a fixed constant. If this man continues
his procedurefor increasingn, he is sure to miss the limit;
this procedure must at sometime become false, if there is
a limit at all.
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We have found now a better formulation of the necessary condition. We must not consider the individual assumption for an individual h"I we must take account of the
procedure of continued assumptions of the inductive type.
The applicability of this procedure is the necessarycondition sought.
If, however, it is only the whole procedure which constitutes the necessarycondition, how may we apply this idea
to the individual casewhich stands before us? We want to
know whether the individual i'observed by us differs less
than e from the limit of the convergence;this neither can
be guaranteed nor can it be called a necessarycondition of
the existenceof a limit. So what doesour idea of the necessary condition imply for the individual case? It seems
that for our individual case the idea turns out to be without any application.
This difficulty corresponds in a certain sense to the
difficulty we found in the application of the frequency
interpretation to the single case. It is to be eliminated by
the introduction of a concept already used for the other
problem: the concept ofposit.
If we observe a frequency h" and assume it to be the
approximate value of the limit, this assumption is not
maintained in the form of a true statement; it is a posit
such as we perform in a wager. We posit lf as the value of
the limit, i.e., we wager on l{ rjust as we wager on the side
of a die. We know that h" is our best wager, therefore we
posit it. There is, however, a difference as to the type of
posit occurring here and in the throw of the die.
In the caseof the die, we know the weight'belonging to
the posit: it is given by the degree of probability. If we
posit the case "side other than that numbered 1r" the
weight of this posit is 5/6. We speak in this caseof a posit
with appraised weight, or, in short, of an appraised posit,
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In the caseof our positing l{ , we do not know its weight.
We call it, therefore,a blind posit. We know it is our best
posit, but we do not know how good it is. Perhaps, although our best, it is a rather bad one.
The blind posit, however, may be corrected. By continuing our series, we obtain new values h"; we always
choosethe last 2". Thus the blind posit is of an approximative type; we know that the method of making and correcting such posits must in time lead to success,in case
there is a limit of the frequency. It is this idea which furnishes the justification of the blind posit. The procedure
described may be called the ntethod of anticipation; \n
choosingh" as our posit, we anticipate the casewhere z is
the "place of convergence." It may be that by this anticipation we obtain a false value; we know, however, that a
continued anticipation must lead to the true value, if there
is a limit at all.
An objection may arisehere. It is true that the principle
of induction has the quality of leading to the limit, if there
is a limit. But is it the only principle with such a property ?
There might be other methdds which also would indicate
to us the value of the limit.,
Indeed, there might be. There might be'even better
methods, i.e., methods giving us the right value p of the
limit, or at least a value better than ours, at a point in the
serieswhere h" is still rather far from p. Imagine a clairvoyant who is able to foretell the value p of the limit in
such an early stage of the series;of course we should be
very glad to have such a man at our disposal. We may,
however, without knowing anything about the predictions
of the clairvoyant, make two generalstatements concerning them: (1) The indicationsof the clairvoyant can differ,
if they are true, only in the beginning of the series, from
those given by the inductive principle. In the end there
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must be an asymptotical convergencebetween the indications of the clairvoyant and those of the inductive principle. This follows from the definition of the limit. (2) The
clairvoyant might be an imposter; his propheciesmight be
false and never lead to the true value p of the limit.
The secondstatement contains the reasonwhy we cannot admit clairvoyance without control. How gain such
control? It is obvious that the control is to consist in an
applicationof the inductive principle: we demand the forecast of the clairvoyant and compare it with later observations; if then there is a good correspondencebetween the
forecastsand the observations,we shall infer, by induction, that the man's prophecieswill also be true in the
future. Thus it is the principle of induction which is to
decide whether the man is a good clairvoyant. This distinctive position of the principle of induction is due to the
fact that we know about its function of finally leading to
the true value of the limit, whereaswe know nothing about
the clairvoyant.
These considerations lead us to add a correction to our
formulations. There are, of course,many necessaryconditions for the existenceof a limit; that one which we are to
use howevermust be such that its characterof being necessary must be known to us. This is why we must prefer the
inductive principle to the indications of the clairvoyant
and control the latter by the former: we control the unknown method by a known one.
Hence we must continue our analysisby restricting the
search for other methpds to those about which we may
know that they must lead to the true value of the limit.
Now it is easily seennot only that the inductive principle
will lead to successbut also that every method will do the
same if it determinesas our wager the value

where cnis a number which is a function of n, or also of Z',
but bound to the condition

h*c,
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Becauseof this additional condition, the method must lead
to the true value p of the limit; this condition indicates
that all such methods, including the hductive principle,
must convergeasymptotically. The inductive principle is
the special casewhere
Cn:O
"

for all values of z.
Now it is obvious that a system of wagers of the more
general type may have advantages.The "correction" r,
may be determined in such a way that the resulting wager
furnishes even at an early stage of the seriesa good approximation of the limit p. The propheciesof a good clairvoyant would be of this type. On the other hand, it may
happen also that r, is badly d'etermined,i.e., that the convergenceis delayed by the cqrrection. If the term r, is arbitrarily formulated, we know nothing about the two possibilities. The value rn = 0-i.e., the inductive principleis thereforethe value of the smallestrisk; any other determination may worsen the convergence.This is a practical
reason for preferring the inductive principle.
These considerationslead, however, to a more precise
formulation of the logical structure of the inductive inference. We must say that, if there is any method which
leads to the limit of the frequency,the inductive principle
will do the samel if there is a limit of the frequency, the
inductive principle is a sufficient condition to find it. If
we omit now the premise that there is a limit of the fre-
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quency, we cannot say that the inductive principle is the
necessarycondition of finding it becausethere are other
methods using a correction r". There is a set of equivalent
conditions such that the choice of one of the members of
the set is necessaryif we want to find the limit; and, if
there is a limit, each of the members of the set is an appropriate method for finding it. We rnay say, therefore,
that the applicability of the inductive principle is a necessarycondition of the existenceof a limit of the frequency.
The decision in favor of the inductive principle among
the members of the set of equivalent means may be substantiated by pointing out its quality of embodying the
smallest risk; after all, this decision is not of a great relevance, as all thesemethods must lead to the samevalue of
the limit if they are sufficiently continued. It must not be
forgotten, however, that the method of clairvoyance is not,
without further ado, a member of the set becausewe do
not know whether the correction rn occurring here is submitted to the condition of convergenceto zero. This must
be proved first, and it can only be proved by using the
inductive principle, viz., a method known to be a member
of the set: this is why clairvoyance,in spite of all occult
pretensions, is to be submitted to the control of scientific
methods, i.e., by the principle of induction.
It is in the analysis expounded that we see the solution
of Hume's problem.'o Hume demandedtoo much when he
wanted for a justification of the inductive inference a proof
that its conclusion is true. What his objections demonstrate is only that such a proof cannot be given. We do not
perform, however, an inductive inference with the pretension of obtaining a true statement. What we obtain is a
'o This theory of induction was first published by the author in Erkcnntnit,lll
(1933),421-25. A more detailed exposition was given in the authot's Wahrseheinlie hkeit slclra, $ 80.
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wager; and it is the best wager \ile can lay becauseit cor_
responds to a procedure the applicability of which is the
necessary condition of the possibility of predictions. To
fulfil the conditions sufficient for the attainment of true
predictions does not lie in our power; let us be glad that we
are able to ful6l at least the conditions necessaryfor the
realization of this intrinsic aim of science.
$ lO. Two objections against our justification
tion

of induc-

Our analysis of the problem of induction is based on our
definition of the aini of induction as the evaluation of a limit of the frequency. Certain objections may be raised as to
this statement of the aim of induction.
The first objection is basedon the idea that our formula_
tion demands too much, that the postulate of the existence
of the limit of the frequencyis too strong a postulate. It is
argued that the world might be predictable even if there

tive inference should fail."'
To this we must reply that our postulate does not de_
mand the existenceof a limit of the frequency for all series
of events. It is sufficient if there is a certain number of
seriesof this kind; by means of these we should then be
This objection has been raised by P. Hertz, Erkcnntnis,yl
. also my answer, itid., p.32.

(1936),25; cf.
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able to determine the other series. We may imagine series
which oscillate between two numerical values of the frequency; it can be shown that the description of seriesof
this type is reducible to the indication of determinable
subserieshaving a limit of the frequency. Let us introduce
the term reducibleseries for series which are reducible to
other serieshaving a limit of their frequency; our definition
of predictability then states only that the world is constituted by reducible series. The inductive procedure, the
method of anticipation and later correction,will lead automatically to distinguishingserieshaving a limit from other
series and to the description of these others by means of
the series having a limit. We cannot enter here into the
mathematical details of this problem; for an elaboration
of this we must refer to another publication."
To elude our defense,the objection might be continued
by the construction of a world in which there is no series
having a limit. In such a world, so our adversary might
argue, there might be a clairvoyant who knows every event
of a seriesindividually, who could foretell preciselywhat
would happen from event to event-is not this "foreseeing
the future" without having a limit of a frequency at one's
disposalI
We cannot admit this. Let us call C the casein which
the prediction of the clairvoyant correspondsto the event
observed later, e (non-C) the opposite case. Now if the
clairvoyant should have the faculty supposed,the seriesof
events of the type C and e would define a serieswith a limit
of the frequency. If the man should be a perfect prophet,
this limit would be the number 1; however we may admit
lessperfect prophets with a lower limit. Anyway, we have
constructedhere a serieswith a limit. We must have such
a series if we want to control the prophetl our control

would consist in nothing but the application of the principle of induction to the seriesof events C rnd e , i.e., in an
inductive inference as to the reliability of the prophet,
based on his successes.Only if the reduction to such a series with a limit is possiblecan we know whether or not the
man is a good prophet becauseonly this reduction gives us
the meansof control.
'
We seefrom this consideration that the caseimagined is
not more general but less general than our world of reducible series. A forecast giving us a true determination of
every event is a much more special casethan the indication
of the limit of the frequencJ,and is therefore included in
our inductive procedure. We see, at the same time, that
our postulateof the existenceof limits of the frequenciesis
not a restriction of the concept of predictability. Any
method of prediction definesby itself a serieswith a limit
of the frequency; therefore, if prediction is possible, there
are serieswith limits of the frequencies.
We are entitled, therefore,to call the applicability of the
inductive procedure a necessarycondition of predictability.. We see at the same time why such a relation holds:
it is a logical consequenceof the defnition oJ predictability.
This is why we can give our demonstration of the unique
position of the inductive principle by meansof tautological
relations only. Although the inductiae inference is not a tautology, the proof that it leads to the best posit is based on
tautologiesonly. The formal conception of logic was placed,
by the problem of induction, before the paradox that an
inferencewhich leads to something new is to be justified
within a conceptionof logic which allows only empty, i.e.,
tautological, transformations: this paradox is solved by
the recognitionthat the "something new" furnished by the
inferenceis not maintained as a true statement but as our
best posit, and that the demonstration is not directed
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toward the truth of the conclusion but to the logical relation of the procedure to the aim of knowledge.
There might be raised, instinctively, an objection
against our theory of induction: that there appears some
thing like "a necessarycondition of knowledge"-a cohcept which is accompaniedsince Kant's theory of knowledge by rather an unpleasantfavor. In our theory, however, this quality of the inductive principle doesnot spring
from any a priori qualities of human reason but has its
origin in other sources. He who wants something must say
what he wants; he who wants to predict must say what he
understandsby predicting. It we try to find a definition of
this term which corresponds,at least to someextent, to the
usual practice of language,the definition-independently
of further determination-will turn out to entail the postulate of the existenceof certain serieshaving a limit of the
frequency. It is from this componentof the definition that
the character of the inductive principle as being a necessary condition of predictability is deduced. The application of the principle of induction does not signify, therefore, any restriction or any renunciation of predictability
in another form-it signifiesnothing but the mathematical
interpretation of what we mean by predictability, properly
speaking.
We turn now to a second objection. It was the claim
of the first objection that our definition of predictability
demandstoo muchl the secondobjection, on the contrary,
holds that this definition demandstoo little, that what we
call predictability is rpt a sufficientcondition of actual predictions. This objection arises from the fact that our
definition admits infinite seriesof events; to this conception is opposed the view that a series actually observable
is always finite, of even a rather restricted length, determined bv the short duration of human lives.
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We shall not deny the latter fact. We must admit that
there may be a seriesof events having a limit whose convergencebeginsso late that the small portion of the series
observedby human beingsdoes not reveal any indication
of the later convergence. Such a series would have for us
the characterof a nonconvergingseries. Applying the principle of induction, we shoultl never have successwith our
inferencesl after a short time, our posits would always turn
out false. Although, in such a case, the condition of predictability would be fulfilled, the inductive procedure
would not be a practically sufficientmeans for discovering
a
it.
We shall not deny this consequenceeither. We do not
admit, however,that the caseconsideredraisesany objection to our theory. We did not start for our justification of
induction from a presuppositionthat there are serieshaving a limit; in spite of this, we contrived to give the justification sought. This was made possibleby the use of the
conceptof necessarycondition; we said that, if we are not
sure of the possibility of success,we should at least realize
its necessaryconditions. The caseof convergencecoming
too late amounts to the same thing as the caseof nonconvergence, as far as human abilities are concerned. However, if we succeedin giving a justification of the inductive
procedureeven if this worst of all casescannot be excluded
a priori, our justification will also have taken account of
the other case-the caseof a convergencewhich is too late.
Let us introduce the term practical limit for a series
showing a sufficient convergencewithin a domain accessible to human observations; we may add that we may
cover by this term the caseof a serieswhich, though not
convergingat infinity, shows an approximate convergence
in a segmentof the series,accessiblein practice and suficiently long (a so-called "semiconvergent series"). We
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may then say that our theory is not concerned with a
mathematical limit but with a practical limit. Predictability is to be defined by means of the practical limit, and
the inductive procedure is a sufficient condition of success
only if the seriesin question has a practical limit. With
these concepts, however, we may carry through our argument just as well. The applicability of the inductive procedure may be shown, even within the domain of these
concepts,to be the necessarycondition of predictability.
It is the concept of necessarycondition on which our
reasoningis based. It is true that, if the seriesin question
should have no practical limit-including the case of too
late a convergence-this would imply the inefficiency of
the inductive procedure. The possibility of this case,however, need not restrain us from at least wagering on success.Only if we knew that the unfavorable caseis actual,
should we renounceattempts at prediction. But obviously
this is not our situation. We do not know whether we shall
have success;but we do not know the contrary either.
Hume believed that a justification of induction could not
be given becausewe do not know whetherwe shall hauesuccess; the correct fomulation, instead, would read that
a justification of induction could not be given if we knew
that we should haoe no success,We are not in the latter
situation but in the former; the question of successis for
us indeterminate, and we may therefore at least dare a
wager. The wager, however, should not be arbitrarily laid
but chosen as favorably as possible; we should at least
actualize the necessaryconditions of success,if the suficient conditions are not within our reach. The applicability of the inductive procedurebeing a necessarycondition
of predictability, this procedure will determine our best
wager.
We may compare our situation to that of a man who
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wants to fish in an unexploredpart of the sea. There is no
one to tell him whetheror not there are fish in this place.
Shallhe casthis net? Well, if he wantsto fishin that place
I shouldadvisehim to cast the net, to take the chanceat
least. It is preferable
to try evenin uncertaintythan not to
try and be certain of getting nothing.
$ +t. Concatenatedinductions
The considerations
concerningthe possibilityof too slow
a convergence
of the seriescouldnot shakeour justification
of the inductive procedure,as signifying at least an attempt to find a practiially convergentseries;they do point
out, however,the utility of methodswhich would lead to a
quickerapproximation,
i.e.,which would indicatethe true
valueof the limit at a point in the serieswherethe relative
frequencyis still rather different from the limiting value.
We may want even more; we may want methodswhich
give us the numericalvalue of the limit beforethe physical
actualization of the series has begun-a problem which
may be consideredas an extremecaseof the first problem.
The elaborationof suchmethodsis indeeda questionof the
greatestrelevancelwe shall ask now whether or not they
exist, and how they are to be found.
We have abeady met with an examplewhich may be
consideredas the transition to a method of quicker approximation.We discussed
the possibilityof a clairvoyant
and said that his capacitiesmight be controlledby the
inductiveprinciple;we said that, shouldthe conrol confirm the predictions,the clairvoyantwasto be considereda
reliable prophet, and his indicationsas superiorto those
of the inductiveprinciple.This idea showsan important
featureof inductive methods. We may sometimesinfer by
meansof the inductiveprinciplethat it is better to apply
someother methodof prediction;the inductiveprinciple
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may lead to its own supersession.This is no contradiction;
on the contrary, there is no logical difficulty in such a procedure-it even signifiesone of the most useful methods of
scientific inquiry.
If we want to study inferencesof such a type, we need
not trouble clairvoyants or oracles of a mystic kind:
scienceitself has developedsuch methods to a vast extent.
The method of scientific inquiry may be consideredas a
concatenation of inductive inferences,with the aim of
superseding the inductive principle in all those cases in
which it would lead to a false result, or in which it would
lead us too late to the right result. It is to this procedure
of concatenated inductions that the overwhelming success
of scientific method is due. The complication of the procedure has become the reason why it has been misinterpreted by many philosophers;the apparent contradiction
to a direct application of the inductive principle, in individual cases,has been considered as a proof for the existence of noninductive methods which were to be superior to
the "primitive" method of induction. Thus the principle of
causal connection has been conceived as a noninductive
method which was to furnish us with an "inner connection" of the phenomenainstead of the "mere succession"
furnished by induction. Such interpretations reveal a profound misunderstandingof the methods of science.There
is no difference between causal and inductive laws; the
former are nothing but a special caseof the latter. They
are the caseof a limit equal to 1, or at least approximately
equal to I ; if we know, in such a case,the value of the limit
even before the seriesfias begun, we have the case of the
individual prediction of future everrts happening in novel
conditions,such as is demandedwithin the causalconception of knowledge. This case, therefore, is included in our
theory of concatenatedinductions.

The connectinglink, within all chainsof inferencesleading to predictions,is always the inductive inference. This
is becauseamong all scientific inferencesthere is only one
of an overreaching type: that is the inductive inference. All
other inferencesare emptyr tautological; they do not add
anything new to thq experiencesfrom which they start.
The inductive inferen:cedoes; that is why it is the elementary form of the method of scientific discovery. However,
it is the only form; there are no casesof connections of
phenomenaassumedby sciencewhich do not fit into the
inductive scheme.We need only construct this schemein
a suficiently general form to include all methods of science.
For this purpose, \pe must turn now to an analysis of concatenatedinductions.
We begin with a rather simple casewhich already shows
the logical structure by which the inductive inference may
be supersededin an individual case. Chemists have found
that almost all substanceswill melt if they are sufficiently
heated; only carbon has not been liquefied. Chemists do
not believe, however, that carbon is infusible; they are convinced that at a higher temperature carbon will also melt
and that it is due only to the,imperfection of our technical
meansthat a sufficientlyhigh temperaturehas not yet been
attained. To construe the logical structure of the inferencesconnected with these experiences,let us denote by ,1
the melted state of the substance,by Z the contrary state,
and arrange the states in a series of ascending temperatures; we then have the scheme

Coppeir_i
: _z - AA z z z z .. ..
Ir on: Z Z Z Z Z /tZ 'l /t....
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To this scheme,which we call a probabilitylattice,we apply
the inductive inferencein two directions.The first is the
horizontal. For the first lines it furnishesthe result that
abovea certain temperaturethe substancewill alwaysbe
in liquid state. (Our exampleis a specialcaseof the inductive inference,wherethe limit of the frequencyis equal to
1.) For the last line, the correspondinginferencewould
furnish the result that carbonis infusible. Here, however,
an inferencein the vertical direction interveneslit states
that in all the other casesthe seriesleadsto melting, and
infers from this that the samewill hold for the last line if
the experimentis sufficientlycontinued.We seethat here
a cross-inductionconcerninga seriesof seriesoccurs,and
an inthat this induction of the secondlevel supersedes
first
of
the
level.
duction
This proceduremay be interpretedin the followingway,
Applying the inductive principle in the horizontal direction, we proceedto positsconcerningthe limit of the frequency; these are blind posits, as we do not know a
the validity of these
co-ordinatedweight. Presupposing
posits,we then count in the vertical directionand find that
the value I has a high relative frequencyamongthe horizontallimits, whereasthe value0 furnishedby the last line
is an exception.In this way we obtain a weight for the
horizontallimits; thus the blind positsaretransformedinto
posits with appraisedweight. Regardingthe weights obtained we now correctthe posit of the last line into one
with the highestweight. The proceduremay thereforebe
conceivedas a transformationof blind posits into posits
with appraisedweight'E,combinedwith correctionsfollowing from the weightsobtained-a typicalprobabilitymethod, basedon the frequencyinterpretation. It makesuseof
the existenceof probabilitiesof differentlevels.The fre-

quency within the horizontal lines determinesa probability
of the first level; counting the frequencywithin a seriesthe
elementsof which are thernselvesserieswe obtain a probability of the secondlevel.'r The probability of the second
level determinesthe weight of the sentencestating a probability of the first level. $e must not forget, however, that
the transformation into an appraisedposit concernsonly
the positsof the first level, whereasthe positsof the second
level remain blind. Thus at the end of the transformation
there appearsa blind posit of higher level. This of course
may also be transformed into a posit with appraised
weight, if we incorporate it into a higher manifold, the
elementsof which are seriesof series;it is obvious that this
transformation will again furnish a new blind posit of a
still higher level. We may say: Every blind posit may be
transformed into a posit with appraised weight, but the
transformation introduces new blind posits. Thus there
will always be some blind posits on which the whole concatenation is based.
Our exampleconcernsa specialcasein so far as the limits
occurring are I and 0 only. If we want to find examplesof
the generalcase,we must pass to casesof statistical laws.
To have a model of the inferencesoccurring,let us consider
an exampleof the theory of gamesof chance,chosenin such
a form that simplified inferencesoccur.
Let there be a set of three urns containing white and
black balls in different ratios of combination; supposewe
know that the ratios of the white balls to the total number
of balls arc l:4r2:4, and 3:4, but that we do not know to
which urn each of theseratios belongs. We choosean urn,
then make four draws from it (always putting the drawn
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ball back into the urn before the following draw), and obtain three white balls. Relative to further draws from the
same urn) we have now two questions:
1. What is the probability of a white ball?
According to the inductive principle, this question will
be answeredby 3/a. This is a blind posit. To transform it
into a posit with appraisedweight, we proceedto the second question:
2. What is the probability that the probability of a
white ball is 3/4?
This question concernsa probability of the secondlevel;
it is equivalent to the questionas to the probability judged
on the basisof the draws already made that the chosenurn
contains the ratio 3/4. The calculus of probability, by
means of considerations also involving a problem of a
probability lattice, gives to this question a rather complicated answer which we need not here analyze; in our example it furnishes the value 27/45. We see that though
our best posit in the given casewill be the limit3/4 of the
frequency, this posit is not very good; it itself has only the
weight 27/46. Considering the next drawing, as a single
case, we have here two weights: the weight 3/4 for the
drawing of a white ball, and the weight 27/46 for the value
3/4 of the first weight. The second weight in this case is
smaller than the first; if, to obtain a comparison, we write
the weights in decimal fractions, we have 0.75 for the first
and 0.59 for the second weight.
In this example the original posit is confirmed by the
determination of the..weight of the second level, this one
being greater than 7/2, and therefore greater than the
second level weight belonging to'the wagers on the limit
2/4 or l/a. By another choice of the numerical values, a
case of correction would result, i.e., a case in which the
weight of the second levelovould incline us to change the

first posit. If there were twenty urns, nineteen of which
contained white balls in a ratio of l/4, and only one contained white balls in the ratio of 3/4, the probability at the
secondlevel would become9/28 :0.32; in such a case,!\'e
should correct the first posit and posit the limitl/4, in opposition to the principle of lnduction. The occurrenceof
three white balls among four would then be regarded as a
chanceexception which could not be consideredas a sufficient basis for an inductive inference; this correction
would be due to the change of a blind posit into an appraised one.
Our exampleis, as we said, simplified; this simplification
is contained in the following two points. First, we presupposed some knowledge about the possible values of the
probabilities of the first level: that there are in dispute
only the three values | /4,2/4, and 3/4 (in the secondcase:
only the two values | /4 and 3/4). Second,we presupposed
that the urns are equally probable for our choice,i.e., we
attribute to the urns the initial probabilities l/3 (in the
second casez1,/20); this presuppositionis also contained
in the calculation of the value 27/46 (in the secondcase:
9/28) for the probability of the second level.
In general,we are not entitled to such presuppositions.
We are rather obliged to make inquiries as to the possible
values of the probabilities of the first level and their correspondinginitial probabilities. The structure of these inferencesis also to be expressedin a probability lattice, but
of a type more generalthan that used in the example concerning the melting of chemical substances;the limits of
the frequenciesoccurring here are not just 1 or 0. The answerscan only be given in the form of posits basedon freqtrencyobservations,so that the whole calculationinvolves
still further posits and positsof the blind type. This is why
we cannot dispensewith blind posits; although each can be
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transformedinto an appraisedposit, new blind positsare
introducedby the transformationitself.'4
Beforewe enterinto an analysisof this processleading
to positsand weightsof higherlevels,we must discusssome
objectionsagainstour probabilityinterpretationof scientific inferencis. It might be allegedthat not all scientific
inferencesare purely of the probability type and so not
fully coveredby our inductiveschema.The objectionmay
run that there are causalassumptionsbehind our inferenceswithout which we should not venture to place our

of the inductive type is not thereby shaken. We shall show
this by another example which will clarify the inductive
nature of so-calledcausalexplanations.
Newton's law of gravitation \as always been considered
as the prototype of an explicativelaw. Galileo'slaw of falling bodies and Kepler's law of the elliptic motion o_fcelestial bodieswere inductive generalizationsof observed facts;
but Newton's law, it is said, was a causalexplicationof the
facts observed. Newton did not observe facts but refected
upon them; his idea of an attactive force explained the
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ture of the solids. Causalassumptionsof this kind play a
decisiverole in such inferencesas furnished by the example.
Although we shall not deny the relevanceof considerations of this kind as far asthe actual inferenceof the Physhowever,doesnot preicist is concerned,their occurrence,
causalassumPso-called
clude the possibility that these
tions admil an interpretation of the inductive type. We
simplifiedour analysisto show the inductive structure of
the main inferences;what is shownby the objectionis that
an isolationof someof the inductive chainsis not corfect'
that every caseis incorporatedin the wholeconcatenation
of knowledge.Our thesisthat all inferencesoccurringare
,r For an exact analysisof these infeiencescf, the author's I'Vahrscheinlichheiulchrc,$77,
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I cannot admit this. On the contrary, Newton's discovery seemsto me to involve typical methodsof the prob_
ability procedureof science.To show this, let us enter into
a more detailed analysisof the example.
The experiments of Galileo were performed on falling
bodies whose spatiotemporal positions he observed; he
found that the quantities measured fit into the formula
s:gtrf2, and inferred, by means of the inductive principle, that the same law holds for similar cases.Let us denote by ,1 the case that the spatiotemporal values meas_
ured fulfil the relation s : gt"fL; we have then a series in
which
has been observed with a relative frequency al't
most equal to 1, and for which we maintain a limit of the
frequency at 1. Correspondingly, Kepler observed a series
of spatiotemporalpositions of the planet Mars and found
that they may be connected by a mathematical relation
which he called the Law of Areas. If we again denote by
,4 the case that the relation is fulfilled by the spatiotemporal values, we also obtain a seriesin which ,1 has a
relative frequencyof almost l, and for which a limit at I is
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inferred. The contrary cases ,7 (non-tt) include those
cases,never wholly to be eliminated, in which the observations do not fit inio the mathematical relation. As the observationsof both examplesrelate to not one but numerous
seriesof experiments,we have to represent them by the

prehensive body of observational material together to
form one inductive group.
The increaseof certainty describedcorrespondsto the
conceptionof the men of scienceqhown on the occasionof
theoritical discoveriesof this kind. Classicallogic and epistemology could not assignany valid argument for this interpretation; it is only probability logic which, by the idea
ofconcatenatedinductions,is able to justify such a conception. We see that only in placing the causal strucrure of
knowledge within the framework of probability do we arrive at an understandingof its essentialfeatures.
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following schema:

: A ' t : A A:'

:' io " " ..

A,fZ/Vr tA /1A ....
Kepler
It is the discoveryof Newton that a formula may be given
which includes the observationsof both Galileo and KepIerl we may therefore consider the preceding scheme,consisiing of iwo parts' as one undivided scheme for which
the case .,4 is defined by one mathematical relation only'
It is the famous relation k(m'm"f r') which does this; the
caseA may be regarded as meaning the correspondenc-eof
observationsto this mathematical law, in both parts of the
scheme.
With this recognition, the applicability of probability
methods is greatly expanded. We are now able to apply
cross-inductions leading from the Galilean lines of the
scheme to the Keplerian lines, and inversely; i.e., the
validity of Kepler's laws is no longer based on Kepler's
observationalmaterial alone but jointly on Galileo's material, anci converselyothe validity of Galileo's law is jointly supported by Kepler's observational material. Before
Newton, similar cross-inductionsWereonly possiblewithin
each section of the schema separately. Newton's discovery, therefore, in unifying both theories, involves an
increaseof certainty for both of them; it links a more com-
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$ +2. ttre two kinds of simplicity
It might be objected to our interpretation that, logically
speaking,Newton's discovery is trivial; if a finite set of
observations of very different kinds is given, it is always
mathematically possible to construct a formula which
simultaneouslyembracesall the observations. In general
such a formula would be very complicated, even so complicated that a human mind would not be able to discoverit;
it is the advantageof Newton's discoverythat in this case
a very simple formula suffices.But this, the objection continues, is all Newton did; Newton's theory is simpler, more
elegant than others-but progressin the direction of truth
is not connectedwith his discovery. Simplicity is a matter
of scientific taste, a postulate of scientific economy, but
has no relation to truth.
This kind of reasoning,well known from many a positivistic writer, is the outcome of a profound misunderstanding of the probability character of scientific methods.
It is true that for any set of observationsa comprehensive
formula may be constructed, at least theoretically, and
that Newton's formula is distinguished by simplicity from
all the others. But this simplicity is not a matter of scien-
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tific taste; it has on the contrary an inductive function,
ir., i, bringsto Newton's formulagoodpredictionalquali,i.r. f" sh"owthis, we must add a remark concerningsimplicity.
'-ih.r. are casesin which the simplicityof a theory is
nothing but a matter of taste or of economy'These.are
.".* ii which the theoriescomparedare logicallyequivalent, i.e., correspondin all observablefacts' A well."r. of thi. typ" is the differenceof- systemsof
l;;;"
The tnetric"l systemis simplerthan the sys-"n.,r..-.nt.
;a yards and inches,but ihere is no differencein their
;;;
truth-character;to any indication within the metrical
indicationwithin the sys.n.a.- thereis-acorresponding
yards and inches-if one is true, the other is true
il"f
conversely.The greatersimplicityin this caseis
;i;;,
..otto'''y. Calculationswithin
a matter of taste
,"4i, -"4
"nJ
of
the metrical systempermit the appiicationof the rules
addecimal fr"ctions; this is indeed a great practical
metrical
the
of
introduction
which makes the
the
"""a"g"
ry.i.ti a*irable in thosecountrieswhich still keepto
For
vard and inch system-but this is the only difference'
iii, r.i"a of simplicity which concernsonly the description
and not the facls co-ordinatedto the description,I have
s-implicity'It plays a gre.at
proposedthe namedescriptiae
iot. i" modern physicsin all thoseplaceswhere a choice
t.,*""n definitionsis opento us' This is the casein many
of Einstein'stheorems;it is the reasonthe theoryof r9l1rmplesof descriPtivesimPliciem of referencewhich is to be
natter of descriPtivesimPliciEinstein'sideasthat we have
simplicity,that thereis no differenceof truth-charactersuch as Copernicusbelieved'
it,. q.r.r.ion of the definitionof simultaneityor of the
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choice of Euclidean or non-Euclidean geometry are also of
this type. In all these casesit is a matter of convenience
only for which definition we decide..
However, there are other casesin which simplicity determines a choice between nonequivalent theories. Such
cases occur when a diagram is to be drawn which is
determinedby somephysicalmeasurements.Imagine that
a physicist found by experiment the points indiiated on
Figure 6; he wants to draw a curve which passesthrough

'l
Frc. 6.-The simplestcurve: inductivesimplicity

the data observed. It is well known that the physicist
choosesthe simplest curve; this is not to be regarded as a
matter of convenience. We have drawn in Figure 6, in addition to the simplest curve, one (the dotted line) which

tional material. The choice of the simplest curve, consequently, dependson an inductive assumption: we believe
that the simplest curve gives the best predictions. In such
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a casewe speak of inductiaesimplicity; this concept applies
to theories which differ in respect to predictions, although
they are based on the same observational material. Or,
more precisely speaking: The relation "difference as to
inductive simplicity" holds between theories which are
equivalent in respect to all observed facts, but which are
not equivalent in respect to predictions.'s
The confusion of both kinds of simplicity has caused
much mischief in the field of the philosophy of science.
Positivists like Mach have talked of a principle of economy
which is to replace the aim of truth, supposedly followed
by science;there is, they sayr no scientifictruth but only a
most economical description. This is nothing but a confusion of the two concepts of simplicity. The principle of
economy determines the choice between theories which
differ in respect to descriptive simplicity; this idea has been
erroneously transferred to cases of inductive simplicity,
with the result that no truth is left at all but only economy.
Actually in casesof inductive simplicity it is not economy
which determines our choice. The regulative principle of
the construction ofscientific theories is the postulate ofthe
best predictive character; all our decisionsas to the choice
between unequivalent theories are determined by this
postulate. If in such casesthe question of simplicity plays
a certain role for our decision,it is becausewe make the
assumption that the simplest theory furnishes the best predictions. This assumption cannot be justified by convenience; it has a truth-character and demandsa justification
within the theory of.probability and induction.
Our theory of induction enablesus to give this justifica, s T h e t e r m s " d e scr ip tive sim p licity" a n d "in d u ctive si i npl i ci ty",have been
introduced in the author's ,lxiomatik dcr relatittistischcn Raum-Zeit-Lchre
(Braunschweig, 1924), p. 9. A further elucidation of these concepts has been
given in the author's Ziele und Llegc der physikalischen Erkcnntnis in Handbuch
dcr P hy si h, ed. Geiger-Scheel (Berlin, 1929), lV, 34-36'
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tion. We justified the inductive inference by showing that
it correspondsto a procedure the continued application of
which must lead to success,if succes5is possibleat all. The
same idea holds for the principle of the simplest curve.
What we want to construct with the diagram is a continuous function determining both past and future observations, a mathematical law of the phenomena. Keeping this aim before our eyes, we may give a justification of
the procedure of the simplest curve, by dividing our
reasoninginto two steps.
In the first step, let us imagine that we join the observed
points by a chain of straight lines, such as drawn in Figure
6. This must be a first approximation; for if there is a function such as we wish to construct, it must be possible to
approximate it by a chain of straight lines. It may be that
future observation will show too much deviation; then, we
shall correct our diagram by drawing a new chain of
straight lines, including the newly observed points. This
procedure of preliminary drawing and later correction
must lead to the true curve, if there is such a curve at allits applicability is a necessary.conditionof the existenceof
a law determining the phenomena.
It is the method of anticipation which is adopted with
such a procedure. We do not know whether our observed
points are sufficiently dense to admit a linear approximation to the curvel but we anticipate this case, being ready
to correct our posit if later observations do not confirm
it. At some timg we shall have successwith this procedure-if successis attainable at all.
But the chain of straight lines doesnot correspondto the
actual procedure applied by the physicist. He prefers a
smooth curve, without angles,to the chain of straight lines.
The justification of this procedure necessitatesa second
step in our considerations.
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For this purpose we must consider the derivatives of the
function represented by the curve. The differential quotients of a function are regarded in physics as physical entities, in the samesenseas is the original entity represented
by the function; thus, if the original entity is a spatial distance representedas a function of time, the first derivative
is a velocity, the second an acceleration,etc. For all these
derived entities we aim also to construct mathematical
laws; we want to find for them also continuous functions
such as are sought in our diagram. Regarding the chain of
straight lines from this point of view, it already fails for the
first derivative; in this case the first differential quotient,
designedas a function of the argument x, is not represented
by a continuous curve but by a discontinuous chain of
horizontal lines. This may be illustrated by Figure 7, the
dotted lines of which correspondto the first derivative of
the chain of straight lines of Figure 6; we seethat we do not
obtain here even a continuous chain of straight lines but a
chain broken up into several parts. Thus, if we approximate the original curve by a chain of straight lines, the
principle of linear approximation is followedonly as to the
original curve; for the first derivative it is already violated.
This is different, however, for the smooth curve; its derivatives, conceived as functions of x, are smooth curves
as well. This may be seenin Figure 7, where the first derivative of the smooth curve of Figure 6 is representedby
the continuoussmooth line. This is the reasonfor the preferenceof the smooth curve. It has, in respectto the set of
observedpoints, qualities similar to thoseof a linear interpolation and may be jdstified by the principle of anticipation as well; moreover, it also satisfiesthe same postulate
for its derivatives.
The procedure of the smoothest interpolation may be
considered,therefore,as a superpositionof linear interpo-
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lations carried through for the construction of the original
function and of its derivatives. Thus the nonlinear interpolation by the smoothest curve may'be justified by a
reduction to linear interpolations which determine, on the
whole, a nonlinear interpolation to be preferable. The procedure correspondsnot to a single induction but to a concatenation of inductions concerning different functions
standing in the mutual relation of a function and its
derivative; the result is a better induction, asit is basedon
a repeated application of the inductive principle, and incorporates corrections in the sensedefined in $ 41.

Frc. 7.-Derivatives of the simplestcurve,and of the chainof straightlines,
developedfrom Fig. 6.

There remains an objection to our reasoning. We contrived to justify the preference,ofthe smooth curve to the
chain of straight lines; but the postulate of the smooth
curve is not unambiguous. Though a curve such as drawn
in the dotted line of Figure 6 is excluded, there remain
other smooth curves very similar to the one drawn; the
points observed will not furnish us a clear decision as to
the choice betw*n such similar smooth curves. Which are
we to choose?
Here we must answer that the choice is not relevant.
From the viewpoint of approximation, there is no great
difference as to these forms of curves; all of them converge
asymptotically; they do not differ essentially as far as
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predictions are concerned. The choice between them may
therefore be determined from the viewpoint of .on....rience. The principle of inductive simplicity determines the
choice only to a certain extent: it excludesthe oscillating
curve drawn in Figure 5, but there remains a small domain
of indeterminacy within which the principle of descriptive
simplicity may be applied. We prefer here a simpler analytical expressionbecausewe know better how to handle it
in a mathematical context; this is permissiblebecausethe
functions open to our choice do not relevantly differ as to
predictions of further observations between the points
observed.
To the latter argument a further objection may be
raised. It is true that within the domain of the observed
points there is no great differencebetween all thesesmooth
curves; but this is no longer valid outside this domain. All
analytical functions define a prolongation of the curve into
a distant domain, and two analytical functionswhich differ
only slightly within the irrterior domain, may lead to great
differencesas to extrapolations. Consequentlythe choice
betweenthem can not be justified by descriptivesimplicity
as far as extrapolationsare concerned;how, then, may we
justify this choice?
To this we must answer that a set of observationsdoes
not at all justify an extrapolation of any considerable
length. The desire to know the continuation of the curve
far beyond the observed domain may be very strong with
the physicist; but, if he has nothing but the observedset at
his disposal,he must renounceany hypothesisconcerning
extrapolations. The inductive principle is the only ruie the
physicist has at hand; if it doesnot afply, philosophy cannot provide him'with a mysterious principle showing the
way where induction fails-in such a case,there remains
nothing but to confessa modest ignoramus.

Our adversary might object that the man of sciencedoes
not always comply with this alternative. Only the spirit of
mediocrity will submit to renunciation]he will exclaim; the
scientific genius does not feel bound to the narrow restrictions of induction-he will guessthe law outside the domain of observedfacts, even if your principle of induction
cannotjustify his presentiments.Your theory of induction
as an interpolation, as a method of continual approximation by meansof anticipations,may be good enoughfor the
subordinate problems of scientific inquiry, for the completion and consolidationof scientific theories. Let us leave
this task to the artisans of scientific inquiry-the genius
follows other ways, unknown to us, unjustifiable a priori,
but justified afterward by the successof his predictions. Is
not the discovery of Newton the work of a genius which
never would have been achieved by methods of simple induction ? Is not Einstein's discovery of new laws of the
motion of planets, of the bending of light by gravitation,
of the identity of mass and energy, etc., a construction of
ideaswhich has no relation to diagramsof curves of interpolation, to statistics of relative frequencies, to the slow
driving of approximations,step by step?
Let me say that I should be the last to discredit the work
of the great men of science.I know as well as others that
the working of their minds cannot be replaced by directions for use of diagramsand statistics. I shall not venture
any descriptionof the ways of thought followed by them in
the moments of their great discoveries;the obscurity of the
birth of great ideas will never be satisfactorily clearedup
by psychologicalinvestigation. I do not admit, however,
that thesefacts constitute any objection againstmy theory
of induction as the only means for an expansionof knowledge.
We pointed out i4 the beginningof our inquiry ($ 1) the
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distinction betweenthe context of discovery and the context of justification. We emphasized that epistemology
cannot be concernedwith the first but only with the latter;
we showed that the analysis of science is not directed
toward actual thinking processesbut toward the rational
reconstruction of knowledge. It is this determination of
the task of epistemologywhich we must remember if we
want to construct a theory of scientific research.
What we wish to point out with our theory of induction
is the logical relation of the new theory to the known facts.
We do not insist that the discovery of the new theory is
performed by a reflection of a kind similar to our exposition; we do not maintain anything about the question of
how it is performed-what we maintain is nothing but a
relation of a theory to facts, independentof the man who
found the theory. There must be some definite relation of
this kind, or there would be nothing to be discoveredby
the man of science.Why was Einstein's theory of gravitation a great discovery, even before it was confirmed by
astronomicalobservations? BecauseEinstein saw-as his
predecessors
had not seen-that the known facts indicate
such a theory; i.e., that an inductive expansion of the
known facts leadsto the new theory. This is just what distinguishes the great scientific discovererfrom a clairvoyant. The latter wants to foreseethe future without making
use of induction; his forecast is a construction in open
space,without any bridge to the solid domain of observation, and it is a mere matter of chancewhether his predictions will or will not be canfirmed. The man of scienceconstructs his forecastin such away that known facts support
it by inductive relations; that is why we trust his prediction. What makes the greatnessof his work is that he sees
the inductive relations between different elementsin the
system of knowledgewhere other peopledid not seethem;

but it is not true that he predicts phenomenawhich have
no inductiverelationsat all to known facts. Scientificsenius does not manifest itself in contemptuously .r.gl.ciirrg
inductive methods; on the .onirury, it showsi,, .,ipr.-ui
cy over inferior ways of thought by better handling, by
more cleverly using the methods of induction, which always will remain the genuine methods of scientific discovery.
f'hat there is an inductive relation from the known facts
to the new theory becomesobvious by the following reflection. The adherentsof the contrary opinion believe that
the construction of the new theory is due to a kind of
mystic presentimentbut that later, after a confirmationof
the predictionscontainedin the new theory, it is proved to
be true. This is, however,nothing but one of the unwarranted schematizationsof two-valuecliogic. \\'e shall never have a definitive proof of the theory; the so-calledconfirmation consists in the demonstration of some facts
which confer a higher probability upon the theory, i.e.,
which allow rather simple inductive inferencesto the
theory. f'he situation before the confirmation dilfers from
that after it only in degree.This situation is characterized
by the occurrenceof some facts which confer at least some
probability upon the theory and which distinguishit from
others as our best posit, according to inductive methods.
This is what the good theorist sees. If there were no such
inductiye relations,his suppositionwould be a mere guess,
and his successdue to chanceonly.
We may add the remark that the distinctionof the context of justification from the context of discovery is not
restricted to inductive thinking alone. The same distinction appliesto deductiveoperationsof thought. If we are
faced by a mathematical problem, say, the construction of
a triangle from three given parameters,the solution (or the
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classof solutions) is entirely determined by the given problem. If any solution is presentedto us, we may decideunambiguously and with the use of deductive operations
alone whether or not it is correct. The way in which we
find the solution, however, remains to a great extent in the
unexplored darkness of productive thought and may be
infuenced by aesthetic considerations,or a "feeling of
geometrical harmony." From the reports of great mathematicians it is known that aestheticconsiderationsmay
play a decisiverole in their discoveriesof great mathematical theorems. Yet in spite of this psychologicalfact, no one
would propound a philosophicaltheory that the solution
of mathematical problems is determined by aesthetic
points of view. The objective relation from the given entities to the solution and the subjective way of finding it
are clearly separated for problems of a deductive character; we must learn to make the same distinction for the
problem of the inductive relation from facts to the theories.
There are cases,it is true, in which a clear decision as to
the most favorable theory cannot be obtained because
there are several theories with equal weights indicated by
the facts. This does not mean that we are at a loss
with the inductive principle; on the contrary, a great number of theories is always ruled out by this principle. But
among the weights of the admissibleremainder there may
be no maximum, or so fat a maximum that it cannot be
consideredas furnishing the basis for a clear decision. In
such cases, which we may call cases of diferential deciwill decide for different
sion,"6 different men of
,science

theories, their decisionsbeing determined by personal taste
more than by scientific principles; the final decision will
then be made by later experimentsof a crucial character.
It is a kind of "natural selectionr" of "struggle for existencer" which determinesin such a casethe final acceptance
ofa scientifictheory; though this casehappens,and not too
rarely, we must not forget that this is just a casein which
scientificprophecy breaksdown, the decisionin favor of an
assumptionbeing possibleonly after the occurrenceof the
predicted events. The man who predicted the right theory
is then sometimes considered a great prophet becausehe
knew the true prediction even in a case when scientific
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d I choose this name by analogy with the term "differential diagnosis" used
by physicians, to denote a case where the observed symPtoms of illness indicate
severat diseasesas their possible origin but do not permit a decision among the
members of this group unless certain new symPtoms can be observed. This differential diagnosis is,-logically speaking, a special case of our differential deci-
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of prediction when successwill be wanting. A man of science,in the caseof differential decision,had better admit
that he cannot rationally make his choice.
In the context of our introduction of the concept of
inductive simplicity, we illustrated its meaning by a diagram and pointed out a smooth curve as the model of this
kind of simplicity. However, ihis is not the only case of
this kind. The inductive connectionsof modern physicsare
constructedanalytically; this is why the theorist of physics
must be a good mathematic\an..l
The inductive procedure of Newton consisted in his
demonstrationthat a simple mathematical formula covers
both Galileo'sand Kepler's laws. The simplicity of the formula expresses
its characteras an interpolation, as a linear,
,z We may add that the graphi c al i nterprerati on
of i nduc ti v e i nferenc esmay
_
be also carried thro"gh, for.complicated cases,if we pass to a p"r"-.,.r
rp".. of
a higher number of dimensions (cf. the author's artiile, ,,Die kausalbehaiptung
und die Mriglichkeit ihrer empirischen Nachpriifung,,' Erkennrnis, III
ti932i
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or almost linear, approximation; it is this quality to which
its predictional qualities are due. Newton's theory not
only incorporatesthe observationsof Galileo and Kepler
but also leads to predictions. The "predictions" may concern phenomena which are already known, but which were
neither seenbeforein connectionwith the other phenomena nor used as a part of the basison which the new theory
was constructed. Of such a kind was Newton's explanation
of the tides. On the other hand, Newton's theory led also
to predictions,properly speaking,e.g., the attraction of a
ball of lead to other bodiessuch as observedby Cavendish
in the turning of a torsion balance.
We raised the question whether in a diagram an extrapolation is possible which extends to a domain rather far
removed from the domain of the points observed. There
are examplesin which extrapolationsof such a kind seem
to occur. Such cases, however, are to be otherwise explained; there are facts of another type, not belonging to
the domain of the observation points marked in the diagram, which support the extrapolation. Examples of this
kind are casesin which the analytical form of the curve is
known to the physicist before the observations, and these
are made only to determinethe numerical constantsof the
analytical expression.This case,which happensrather frequently in physics,correspondsin our example to a determination of the curve by facts outside the observed domain; for the analytical form of the curve is then determined by refections connecting the phenomenon in
question to other phenornena.
An example of a similar+'typeis Einstein's prediction of
the deviation of light rays emitted by stars in the gravitational field of the sun. Had he pursued only the plan of
finding a generalizationof Newton's law of planetary motion such that the irregularities of the planet Mercury

would have been.rpl"in.d, his hypothesisof the deviation
of light would have beenan unwarranted extrapolation not
justified by inductions. But Einstein saw that a much more
comprehensivebody of observationswas at his disposal,
which could be interpolated by means of the idea that a
gravitational field and an acceleratedmotion are-always
equivalent. From this "equivalence principle" the deviation of light rays followed immediately; thus within the
wider context Einstein's prediction was the "smoothest
interpolation." f t is this quality which is denoted in predicatesfrequently applied to Einstein's theories,such as "the
natural simplicity of his assumptions"l such predicatesexpressthe inductive simplicity of a theory, i.e., its character
of being a smooth interpolation. This does not diminish
the greatnessof Einstein's discovery; on the contrary, it is
just his having seenthis relation which distinguisheshim
from a clairvoyant and makes him one of the most admirable prophets within the frame of scientific methods.
The gift of seeing lines of smooth interpolation within a
vast domain of observationalfacts is a rare gift of fate; let
us be glad we have men who are able to perform in respect
to the whole domain of knowledgeinferenceswhose structure reappearsin the modest inferenceswhich the artisan
of scienceappliesin his everyday work.
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$ *f. tne probability structure of knowledge
Our discussionof the methods of scientific researchand
of the formation of scientifictheorieshas led us to the result that the structure of scientificinferencesis to be conceived as a concatenation of inductive inferences. The
elementary structure of the concatenation is the probability lattice; we may refer here to the exposition of this
form of inference in $41. As a consequenceof idealizations, in which the transition from probability to practical
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truth plays a decisive role, the probability character of the
inferencesis not always easily seen; the short steps of
inductive inferences can be combined into long chains
forming longer steps of so complicated a structure that it
may be difficult to see the inductive inference as the only
atomic elementin them. To indicate the method of decomposition ofsuch structures,and oftheir reduction to inductive inferences,we may here add a discussionof some
examples.
There are casesin which one experimentmay decidethe
fate of a theory. Such casesof an experimentumcrucis are
often quoted against the inductive conception of sciencel
they seem to prove that it is not the number of instances
which decidesin favor of a theory but something such as
an "immediate insight into the very nature of the phenomenonr" opened for us by one single experiment. On a
closer consideration, the procedure is revealed as a special
caseof concatenatedinductions. We may know from previous experiencethat only two possibilitiesare left for a
certain experiment, i.e., we may know, with great probability, that A will be followed by ,B or by C and, besides,
that there is a great probability that z{ will always be followed by the same type of event, not alternately by both.
In such a case,if the probabilities occurring are high, one
experiment may indeed sufficefor the decision. Of such a
type was Lavoisier's decisiveexperiment concerningcombustion. There were in practice only two theories left as
an explanation of combustion: the first maintained that a
specificsubstance,phlogistoq,escapedduring the combustion; the secondassumedthat a substanceoriginating from
air entered the burning body during the combustion.
Lavoisier showed in a famous experiment that the body
was heavier after being burnt than before; thus one experiment could decide in favor of the oxidation theory of
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combustion. Yet this was possibleonly becauseformer inductions had excluded all but two theories and because
former inductions had made it very probable that all
processesof combustion are of the same type. Thus the
experinzentumcrucis finds its explanation in the theory of
induction and does not involve further assumptions;it is
only the superimpositionof a great many elementary inductive inferenceswhich creates logical structures whose
form as a whole, if we cling to a schematized conception,
suggeststhe idea of noninductive inference.
It is the great merit of John Stuart Mill to have pointed
out that all empirical inferencesare reducible to the inductio per enumerationemsirnplicem. The exact proof, however, has beenachievedonly by the demonstrationthat the
calculus of probability can be reduced to this principle, a
demonstration which presupposesan axiomatic construction of the calculus of probability. Physics applies in its
inferences,besideslogic and mathematics in general, the
methods of the calculusof probability; thus an analysisof
the latter discipline was as necessaryfor epistemologyas
an analysis of logic and the general methods of mathematics.
It is on accountof this foundation of probability inferences on the principle of induction that we are entitled to
interpret the inferencesleading from observationsto facts
as inductive inferences.Inferencesappearing in the form
of the schemasdevelopedwithin the calculusof probability
are reducible, for this reason, to inductive inferences.Of
this kind are many inferenceswhich, on superficialexamination, show no probability character at all but look like
a decisionconcerningan assumption,basedon an observation of its "necessaryconsequences."If a detective infers
from some fingerprints on a bloody knife that Mr. X is a
murderer, this is usually justified by saying: It is impos-
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sible that another man should have the same fingerprints
as Mr. X; it is impossiblethat the bloody knife lying beside
the dead body of the victim was not used to kill the man,
under the given conditions, and so on. These so-calledimpossibilities are, however, only very low probabilities,
and the whole inference must be considered as falling
under the rule of Bayes,one of the well-known schemasof
the calculusof probability which is used for inferring from
given observationsthe probabilitiesof their causes.It furnishes,consequently,not a certainty but only a high probability for the assumptionin question.
Scientificinferencesfrom observationsto facts are of the
same type. If Darwin maintained the theory that the logical order of organismsaccording to the differentiation of
their internal structure, may be interpreted as the historical order of the developmentof the species,this theory is
basedon facts such as the correspondenceofthe time order
of geological layers (determined by their lying one above
the other) to the occurrenceof higher organisms. With the
assumptionof a theory which considersthe higher organisms as old as the lowest ones, this correspondence
would
appear as a very improbable result. Conversely,according
to Bayes's rule the observed fact makes Darwin's theory
probaLle and the other theory improbable. The probability characterof this inferenceis usually veiled by the use of
statementssuch as, "The other theory is incompatiblewith
the observed facts," a statement in which the transition
from a low probability to impossibility is performed; and
epistemologicalconceptio4shave been developedaccording to which a theory is unambiguouslytested by its consequences.A trained eye neverthelessdiscoversprobability structures in all these inferences from facts to theories.
With this analysisthe reduction of the inferencesoccurring
to inductive inferencesis also performed, owing to the

reducibility of the calculusof probability to the inductive
principle. This is the reasonwhy we may say that scientific
inferencesfrom facts to theories are inductive inferences.
Scientific induction is not'of a form "higher" than the
ordinary inductions of daily life; but it is better in the
senseof a differenceof degree. This difference is d-ueto the
concatenationof inductions such as expressedin the application of the rules of the calculusof probability; they lead
to results which by direct inductions would never be attained. We said that the inductive nature of these inferencesis sometimesobscuredby a schematizationin which
probability implications are replaced by strict implications; this may be illustrated by another example. Some
philosophers have distinguished a generalizing frorn an
exact induction; the first is to be our poor frequency-bound
induction, which is restricted to probabilities only; whereas
the second is to be a higher method of cognition which,
though based on experience,is to lead to absolute certainty. I may refer here to a discussion I once had with a
biologistof high rank, who refusedto admit that his science
is dependent on so imperfect a principle as inductio per
enumerationemsimplicem. He presented to me an example
concerningcarnivorous and herbivorous animals. We observe, he argued, that the first have a short intestine, the
latter a long one; we infer then by generalizinginduction
that there is a causalconnectionbetweenthe food and the
length of the intestine. This is only a mere supposition,he
said; yet it is proved later by exact induction at the moment we succeedin experimentally changing the length of
the intestine by the food we give to the animal. Such
experimentshave indeed been successfullyperformed r+'ith
tadpoles.'sBut what is overlooked in such reasoning is
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,t Cf. Max Hartmann, "Die methodologischen Grundlagen der Biologie,"
Erkcn ntni s, III (1932-33), 248.
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that the difference in question is nothing but a difference
of degree. The experiments with tadpoles enlarge the observational material, and precisely in a direction which
permits us to make use of certain laws well establishedby
previous inductions, such as the law that food has an
infuence on the development of the organism, that the
other conditions in which the animals were kept do not
infuence in generaltheir intestines,and the like. I do not
say this to depreciatethe work of biologists;on the contrary, the progress of knowledge from lower probabilities
to higher onesis due to experimentsof such a kind. There
is no reason though to construct a qualitative difference
of methods where quantitative differencesare in question.
What the experimentalscientistdoesis to construct conditions in which all of the processesoccurring except the one
which is to be tested are conformableto known cases;by
this isolation of the unknown phenomenonfrom other unknown phenomenahe arrivesat simpler forms of the inductive inference.As to the interpretation of this procedurewe
must take care not to confound anidealization with the inferencesactually occurring. If we consider those high probabilities occurring as equal to l, we transfrom the actual
procedure into a schema in which "causal connections"
occur, and in which one experimentmay demonstratewith
certainty somenew "causal law." To infer from the applicability of such a schemethe existenceof an "exact induction" which is to be of a logical type different from the
ordinary induction, meansoverstraining an approximation
and drawing conclusions.whichare valid for the schema
only and not for the real'procedureto which it applies.
Any epistemology which forceskno*ledge into the frame
of two-valued logic is exposedto this danger. It was the
grave mistake of traditional epistemology to consider
knowledge as a system of two-valued propositions;it is to

this conception that all kinds of apriorism are due, these
being nothing but an attempt to justify an absolutely certain knowledge of synthetic character. And it is to this
conception also that all kinds of skepticism are due, renunciation of truth being the attitude of more critical
minds before the problem of such absolute knowledge.
The way betweenScylla and Charybdis is pointed out by
the probability theory of knowledge. There is neither an
absolutely certain knowledge nor an absolute ignorancethere is away betweenthem pointed out by the principle of
induction as our best guide.
If we say that the two-valued logic does not apply to
actual knowledge, this is not to maintain that it is false.
It is to affirm only that the conditions of its application are
not realized. Scientific propositions are not used as twovalued entities but as entities having a weight within a
continuous scale; hence the presuppositionsof two-valued
logic are not realized in science. Treating scienceas a system of two-valued propositions is like playing chesson a
board whose squaresare smaller than the feet of the pieces;
the rules of the game cannot be'applied in such a casebecause it remains indeterminate on which square a piece
stands. Similarly, the rules of two-valued logic cannot be
applied to scientific propositions, at least not generally, becausethere is no determinate truth-value correspondingto
the propositions, but only a weight trt is therefore probability logic alone which applies to knowledge in its general
structure.
Is there no way, we may be asked, to escapethis consequence? Is there no way of transforming probability logic
into the two-valued logic ? As to the answer to this question, we may make use of our inquiries concerning this
transformation ($ 36). We showed that there are two ways
for making such a transformation. The first one is the way
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of dichotomy or trichotomy; we found that this way can
only lead to an approximative validity of the two-valued
logic. The secondway makes use of the frequency interpretation; howeverit is alsorestricted to an approximative
validitl for two reasons: first, becausethe individual element of the propositional seriesis not strictly true or false
and, second,becausethe frequency to be assertedcannot
be assertedwith certainty. It is this latter point of view
which we must now analyze more accurately.
The transition under considerationcan be conceived,if
we use the logical conception of probability ($ 33), as a
transition from probability statementsto statementsabout
the probability of other statements; but it would be erroneous to believe that in this way we could arrive at a
strict logic of two values. A statement about the probability of another statement is in itself not true or false but is
only given to us with a determinate weight. Using the
transition in question, we shall never arrive at something
other than probabilities. We are bound to this flight of
stepsleading from one probability into another. It is only
a schematizationif we stop at one of the steps and regard
the high probability obtained there as truth. It was a
schematization,therefore,when we spoke throughout our
inquiry of the predicate of weight; we should have spoken
of an infinite set of weights of all levels co-ordinatedto a
statement. We may refer here to our numerical example
($41) in which we calculatedthe probability 0.75 fot a
statement of the first level and the probability 0'59 for the
statement of the secondlevel that the first statement has
the probability 0.75; in this example,we cut off the flight
at the secondstep. This was also a schematization,owing
to the simplified conditions in which the problem was
given; an exhaustiveconsiderationwould have to take into
account all probabilities of the infinitely numerous levels.

From the example given we also see another feature of
the probability structure of knowledge: that the probabilities occurring are by no means all either of a high or of a
Iow degree. There are intermediate degreesas well; their
calculation may be based on the frequency of elementary
propositions whose probability is near to the extreme
values I or 0 (cf. $ 36)-but the propositions to which
these probabilities are co-ordinated as weights enter into
the systemof knowledgeas propositionsof an intermediate
degreeof weight. This is why for the whole of sciencetwovalued logic doesnot even apply in the senseofan approximation. An approximative application of two-valued logic
obtains only if we consider not the direct propositionsof
science but those of the second or a higher level-propositions about the probability of direct propositions of
science.'e
The occurrenceof different probabilities of higher levels
is a specificfeature of probability logic; two-valued logic
shows this feature only in a degenerate form. Our probability of the second level would correspondin the twovalued logic to the truth of the sentence,"The sentencea
is true"l but if a is true, then"a is true" is true also. Thus
we nebd not consider the truth-values of higher levels in
the two-valued logic; thls is why this problem plays no role
in traditional logic or logistic. In probability logic, on the
other hand, we cannot dispensewith considerationsof this
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'r fn our preceding inquiries we frequently made use of the approximate
validity of two-valued logic for the secondJevel language. One schematization
of this kind is that we considered statements about the weight of a proposition
as being true or false; another one is contained in our use of the concepts of physical andl ogi cal possi bil i ty ,oc c urri ngi nourdefi ni ti ons ofmeani ng. S ti i c tl y i peak ing, there is, between these types of possibility, a difference of degree only. We
were entitled to consider them in a schematized form as qualitatively different
because they concern reflections belonging to the second-level language. The
approximate validity of two-valued logic for the second-level language also explains why the positivistic language can be conceived as approximately valid in
the senseof a second-level language (cf. the remark at the end of $ l7),
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sort; that is why the application of probability logic to the
logical structure of scienceis a rather complicated matter.
These refections becomerelevant if we want to define
the probability of a scientific theory. This question has
attained some significancein the recent discussionof the
probability theory of knowledge. The attempt has been
made to show that probability logic is not a sufficiently
wide framework to include scientific theories as a whole.
Only for simple propositions,it has been said, may a probability be determined; for scientific theories we do not
know a definite probability, and we cannot determine it
because there are no methods defining a way for such a
determination.
This objection originates from underrating the significanceof the probabilities of higher levels. We said it was
already a schematization if we spoke of the probability, or
the weight of a simple proposition; this schematization,
however,is permissibleas a sufficientapproximation. But
this no longer holds if we pass from simple propositionsto
scientific theories. For example, there is no such thing as
the probability of the quantum theory. A physical theory
is a rather complex aggregate; its different components
may have different probabilities which should be determined separately. The probabilitiesoccurring here are not
all of the samelevel. To a scientifictheory belongs,consequently, a set of probabilities,including probabilitiesof the
different parts of the theory and of different levels.3o
Within the analysisof the problem of the probability of
theories,one question i,n particular has stood in the foreground of discussion.It has been asked whether the probability of a theory concernsthe facts predicted by the
ro These different probabilities cannot in general be mathematically combined
into one probability; such a simplification presupposes special mathematical
conditions which would apply, if at all, only to Parts of the theory (cf- Ilahrschcinli ehlcits lcira, $ 58).
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theory, or whether we have to consider the theory as a
sociologicalphenomenonand to count the number of successfultheoriesproduced by mankind. The answeris that
both kinds of calculation apply but that they correspond
to different levels. The quantum theory predicts a great
many phenomena,such as observationson electrometers
and light rays, with determinate probabilities; as the
theory is to be consideredas the logical conjunction of
propositions about these phenomena,its probability may
be determinedas the arithmetical product of theseelementary probabilities. This is the probability of the first level
belongingto the quantum theory. On the other hand, we
may consider the quantum theory as an element in the
manifold of theories produced by physicists and ask for
the ratio of successfultheories within this manifold. The
probability obtained in this way is to be interpreted not as
the direct probability of the quantum theory but as the
probability of the assumption, "The quanrum theory is
true"l as the truth occurring here is not strict truth but
only a high probability, namely, that of the first level, the
probability of the second level is independent of that of
the first and demandsa calculationof its own. We seethat
at least two probabilities of different levels play a role in
questions about theories; we might construct still more,
consideringother kinds of classificationof the theory. If
we add a considerationof the fact that the parts of a theory may already belong to different levels, we see that a
theory within the probability theory of knowledge is not
characterrzedby a simple weight but by a set of weights
partially comprising weights of the same, partially of different, levels.
The practical calculation of the probability of a theory
involves difficulties, but it would be erroneousto assume
that our conception lacks any practical basis. It is true
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that the probability of theories of a high generality is
usually not quantitatively calculated; but as soon as determinationsof a numerical characteroccur within science,
such as those concerningphysical constants,they are combined with calculationswhich may be interpreted as preliminary steps toward the calculation of the probability of
a theory. It is the application of the mathematical theory
of errors in which considerationsof this kind find their
expression.The "average error" of a determination may
be interpreted, according to well-known results of the
calculusof probability,3'as the limits within which the
deyiation of future observations will remain with the
probability 2/3; thus this indication may be conceivedas
the calculation of a first-level probability of an assumption. If we say that "the velocity of light is 299796km/
sec,with an averageerror of *4, or of +0.0015 per cent"r'
this may be read: "The probability that the velocity of
light lies between 299792 km/sec and 299800 km/sec, is
2f3." lt can easily be shown that we may infer from
this a lower limit for the probability (on the first level)
of Einstein's hypothesis of the constancy of the velocity of light; passing to somewhat wider limits of precision and applying some properties of the Gaussianlaw,
we may state this result in this form: "The probability of
Einstein's hypothesis of the constancy of the velocity of
light is greater than99.99 per cent, if a numerical range of
0.0052 per cent is admitted for the possiblevalue of the
constant." Considerations
of a similar type may be carried
for
theories
more
comprehensivecharacter.
through
of...a
As to probabilitiesof the secondlevel, we cannor as yer
determine their numerical values. It has been objected
that we here meet a difficulty of principle becausewe do
t, Cf. ibid.,p.226.
i'A. A. Michelson,Astrophlsitalfournal, LXV (1927),L
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not know into which classthe theory is to be incorporated
if we want to determine its probability in the frequency
sense;thus if we want to determine the second-levelprobability of the quantum theory, shall we considerthe class
of scientific theories in general, or only that of physical
theories,or only that of physical theoriesin modern times I
I do not think that this is a seriousdifficulty, as the same
question occurs for the determination of the probability of
single events; I have indicated in $ 34 the method of procedurein such a case. The narrowest classavailable is the
best; it must, however, be large enough to afford reliable
statistics. If the probability of theories (of the second
level) is not yet accessibleto a quantitative determination,
the reasonis to be found, I think, in the fact that we have
in this field no sufficientlylarge statisticsof uniform cases.
That is to say, if we use a classof casesnot too small in
number, we may easily indicate a subclassin which the
probability is considerablydifferent. We know this from
general considerations,and thus we do not try to make
statistics. F'uture statistics may perhaps overcome these
difficulties,as the similar dificulties of meteorologicalstatistics have beenovercome. As long aswe have no such statistics, crude appraisalswill be usedin their place-as in all
fieldsof human knowledgenot yet accessible
to satisfactory
quantitative determinations. Appraisaisof this kind (concerning the second-levelprobability of a theory) may
acquire practical importance in caseswhen we judge a
theory by the successobtained with other theoriesin that
domain; if an astronomer propounds a new theory of the
evolution of the universe, we hesitate to trust this theory
on account of unfortunate experienceswith other theories
of that kind.
A last objection remains. We said that a theory, and
even a simple proposition, is characterizednot by a single
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weight but by a set of weights infinite in number. We must
in any case confine ourselves to a finite number of members. This would be justified if all the following members
should be weights of the degreel; we might then consider
the last weight used as truly determined. But, if we know
nothing about all the rest of the set, how can we omit all of
them? How can we justify using the weights of the lower
levelsif we do not know anything about the weights of the
higher levels?
To seethe force of this objection, let us imagine the case
that all the rest of the weights are of a very low degreenear zero. This would result in the last weight determined
by us being unreliable; the precedingweight would consequently become unreiiable as well, and, as this unreliability is equally transferred to rhe weight of the first
level, the whole sysrem of weights would be worthless.
How can we justify our theory of weights, and with this
the probability procedure of knowledge, before the irrefutable possibility of such a case?
This objection is fiothing but the well-known objection
to which the procedureof induction is already exposedin
its simplest form. We do not know whether we shall have
successin laying our wager correspondingto the principle
of induction. But we found that, as long as we do not know
the contrary, it is advisable to wager-to take our chance
at least. We know that the principle of induction deterrnines our besr wager, or posit, becausethis is the only
pc,sit of which we know that it must lead to successif
successis attainable at all. As to the system of concatenated inductions,we know more: we know that it is better
than any single induction. The system, as a whole, will
lead to successearlier than a single induction; and it may
lead to successeven if some single inductions should remain without success.This logical difference, the superi-
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ority of the net of concatenatedinductions to single inductions, can be demonstrated by purely mathematical considerations,i.e., by meansof tautologies;henceour preference for the system of inductions can be justified without
any appeal to presuppositions concerning nature. It is
very remarkable that such a demonstration can be given;
although we do not know whether our meansof prediction
will have any success,yet we can establish an order between them and distinguish one of them, the system of
concatenatedinductions, as the best. With this result the
application of the system of scientific inductions finds a
justification similar to, and even better than, that of the
single induction: the sJstem of scientifc inductions is the
bestposit we know concerningtheJuture.
We found that the posits of the highest level are always
blind posits; thus the systemof knowledge,as a whole, is a
blind posit. Posits of the lower levels have appraised
weights; but their serviceableness
dependson the unknown
weights of the posits of higher levels. The uncertainty of
knowledgeas a whole therefore penetratesto the simplest
posits we can make-those concerningthe events of daily
life. Such a result seems unavoidable for any theory of
prediction. We have no certainty as to for...eing the future. We do not know whether the predictions of complicated theories,such as the quantum theory or the theory
of albumen molecules,will turn out to be true; we do not
even know whether the simplest posits concerningour immediate future will be confirmed, whether they concern
the sun's rising or the persistenceof the conditions of
our personal environment. There is no principle of philosophy to warrant the reliability of such predictions; that
is our answer to all attempts made within the history of
philosophy to procure for us such certainty, from Plato,
through all varieties of theolog/, to Descartes and Kant.
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In spite of that, we do not renounceprediction; the arguments of skepticslike llume cannot shake our resolution:
at least to try predictions. We know with certainty that
among all proceduresfor foreseeingthe future, known to
us as involving successif successis possible,the procedure
of concatenatedinductions is the best. We try it as our
best posit in order to have our chance-if we do not succeed,well, then our trial was in vain.
Is this to say that we are to renoullceany belief in success?There is such a belief; everyone has it when he
makes inductions; doesour solution of the inductive problem oblige us to dissuadehim from this firm beliefl
This is not a philosophical but a social question. As
philosopherswe know that such a belief is not justifiable;
as sociologistswe may be glad that there is such a belief.
Not everyoneis likeiy to act accordingto a principle if he
does not believe in successlthus belief rnay guide him
when the postulates of logic turn out to be too weak to
direct him.
Yet our admissionof this beliefis not the attitude of the
skeptic who, not knowing a solution of his own, perrnits
everyone to believe what he wants. We may admit the
belief becausewe know that it will determine the same
actions that logical analysiswould determine. Though we
cannot justify the belief, we can justify the logical structure of the inferenceto which it fortunately correspondsas
far as the practical results are concerned.f'his happy coincidenceis certainly to be explainedby Darwin's idea of
selection; those animals rvere to survive whose habits of
belief correspondedto the'inost useful instrument for foreseeingthe future. There is no reasonto dissuadeanybody
from doing with beliefsomethingwhich he ought to do in
the same way if he had no belief.
This remark doesnot merely apply to the beliefin induction as such. There are other kinds of belief which have
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crystallized round the methods of expanding knowledge.
Men of scientificresearchare not always of so clear an insight into philosophicalproblems as logical analysiswould
require: they have filled up the world of researchwork
with mystic concepts; they talk of "instinctive presentimentsr" of "natural hypotheses," and one of the best
among them told me once that he found his great theories
becausehe was convincedof the harmony of nature. If we
were to analyzethe discoveriesof these men, we would find
that their way of proceedingcorrespondsin a surprisingly
high degreeto the rules of the principle of induction, applied however to a domain of facts where average minds
did not seetheir traces. In such cases,inductive operations
are imbedded within a belief which as to its intension differs from the inductive principle, although its function
within the system of operationsof knowledge amounts to
the same. The mysticism of scientificdiscovery is nothing
but a superstructureof imagesand wishes;the supporting
structure below is determined by the inductive principle.
I do not say this with the intention to discredit the belief
-to pull the superstructure down. On the contrary, it
seemsto be a psychologicallaw that discoveriesneeda kind
of mythology; just as the inductive inferencemay lead us
in certain casesto the preferenceof methodsdifferent from
it, it may lead us also to the psychologicallaw that sometimes those men will be best in making inductions who believe they possessother guides. The philosopher should
not be astonishedat this.
This does not mean that I should advise him to share
any of.thesekinds of belief. It is the philosopher'saim to
know what he does;to understand thought operationsand
not merely to apply them instinctively, automatically. He
wants to look through the superstructureand to discover
the supporting strtrcture. Belief in induction, belief in a
uniformity of the world, belief in a mystic harmony tre-
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tween nature and reason-they belong, all of them, to the
superstructure; the solid foundation below is the system of
inductive operations. The difficulty of a logical .iustification of theseoperations misled philosophersto seek a justification of the superstructure, to attempt an ontological
justification of inductive belief by looking for necessary
qualities of the world which would insure the successof
inductive inferences. AII such attempts will fail-because
we shall never be able to give a cogent proof of any material presumption concerning nature. The way toward an
understandingofthe step from experienceto prediction lies
in the logical sphere; to find it we have to free ourselves
from one deep-rooted prejudice: from the presupposition
that the system of knowledge is to be a system of true
propositions. If we cross out this assumption within the
theory of knowledge, the difficulties dissolve, and with
them dissolvesthe mystical mist lying above the research
methods of science.We shall then interpret knowledgeas
a system of posits, or wagers; with this the question of
justification assumesas its form the question whether scientific knowledge is our best wager. Logical analysis
shows that this demonstration can be given, that the inductive procedure of science is distinguished from other
methods of prediction as leading to the most favorable
posits. Thus we wager on the predictions of science
and wager on the predictions of practical wisdom: we
rrager on the sun's rising tomorrow, we wager that food
will nourish us tomorrolil, we wager that our feet will carry
us tomorrow. Our stake.is not low; all our personalexistence,our life itself, is at'stake. To confessignorance in the
face of the future is the tragic duty of all scientific philosophy; but, if we are excluded from knowing true predictions,
we shall be glad that at least we know the road toward our
best wagers.
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Lichtenberg,261
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